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Opening
OpeningWords
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An absolute slog of a campaign is finally
over. Having been so desperate for
football to return back in September, this
season has, at times, been a test of how
much football one can take.

experiencing bigger away followings and
more iconic stadiums than in our eight
year sojourn in the bottom two divisions
– that was promised upon promotion last
year.

Fans not being able to attend has been a
huge factor in limiting the enjoyment of
this season. The experience of logging in
to iFollow a couple of minutes before
kick-off rather than the build-up of
travelling to games, taking in the sights
and smells of the stadium, chatting to the
regulars around your seat, catching sight
of the players, the sound of the away fans,
the noise when the players come out, the
flow of songs, that pause between the ball
going into the net and the celebrations,
getting annoyed by referees or opposing
players, how visceral it all feels, it’s
completely incomparable.

Even better, we are going to experience it
in Coventry. If there is one positive to
come out of this terrible year, it’s that the
wider situation has, seemingly, forced a
return to the city that had looked
impossible for much of the past two
years. How much of a difference it will
make, we just don’t know at this stage,
but it has made the prize of survival feel
infinitely sweeter than simply staying up
would do on its own.

It hasn’t helped that this has been a
challenging campaign for the Sky Blues,
where the quality of football produced has
often been quite low. It has been hard not
to feel quite a few games blend in with
others. Memorable moments and
performances have been few and far
between, instead, it’s been a seemingly
never-ending scrap for points. Any
satisfaction from victory has been
temporary, in the knowledge that yet
another game is around the corner.
The most important thing is that
Coventry City have stayed up, which
means that fans can finally enjoy the
prize of truly experiencing Championship
football – from seeing better players to

This season review will hopefully make
sense of this morass of a season, highlight
where things have gone right and wrong,
where improvements can be made and
attempt to put a full stop on this
campaign before we never have to think
about it again.
Just a note that any statistics in this are as
accurate as possible as of the 8th of May
2021.
Also, any feedback and shares on social
media are gratefully appreciated. It shows
me that I’m not completely writing these
things into the void and it also helps
spread the word in case there is anyone
else out there who would enjoy this work.
Thanks in advance for reading this.
Dominic
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Barnsley
Final Position: 5th
Top Scorer: Cauley Woodrow (12)
Most Assists: Alex Mowatt (7)
Clean Sheets: 14

What I Said
“Barnsley are going to
be a team this year
that no-one is going to
look forward to
playing.”

The Manager
Valerien Ismael: Arrived in
October with the team near
the bottom of the table and
struggling for goals.
Transformed Barnsley into
an energetic and intense
pressing unit that choked
the life out of opponents and
surged into the play-offs.

Key Player
Alex Mowatt: The oil that
keeps the machine that is
this Barnsley side running. A
player that can do
everything in central
midfield, tackling, passing,
creating, and scoring goals.
A class act at Championship
level and, out of contract
this summer, will have his
pick of clubs in this division
to sign for if he chooses to
leave.

Overview
Barnsley were touted as a
potential dark horse this
season for one key reason –
their then-manager,
Gerhard Struber – it would
have been unthinkable back
in September that Barnsley
would go on to better things
were Struber to leave, that is
exactly what they have done
under Valerien Ismael.
Whereas Struber had cut a
frustrated figure over the
summer and early part of
the season over an inability
strengthen the squad to his
demands, Ismael was
content to work with, and
improve, the players he had
available. While it was less
surprising to see players
such as Cauley Woodrow,
Alex Mowatt and Callum
Styles form the basis of a
strong Championship side,
the transformation of fringe
players such as Brad Collins,
and Romal Palmer into
effective performers
highlights Ismael’s ability as
a coach.
Ismael turned the intensity
of Barnsley’s pressing style
up to an incredible degree.

Their risk-taking, high
defensive line forced
opponents onto the back
foot. In a congested fixture
list, such a style shouldn’t
have been possible but
Ismael’s belief in every
member of his squad gave
Barnsley the ability to
constantly rotate in order to
maintain fitness levels.
In Barnsley’s bid for a top
six finish, the injection of
quality that came in January
was crucial. Forwards
Carlton Morris and, most
notably, Daryl Dike, gave
Barnsley an extra cutting
edge in attack to put
cowering opponents to the
sword. In addition, Barnsley
have been incredibly
effective from set-pieces,
scoring the majority of their
goals in the final months of
the campaign from dead ball
situations.
Promotion to the Premier
League would transform a
football club that has done
the right things for several
years now. They are the
team that no-one will want
to face but may just lack that
touch of quality to make it
over the line.
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Birmingham City
Final Position: 18th
Top Scorer: Lukas Jutkiewicz (8)
Most Assists: Ivan Sanchez (7)
Clean Sheets: 14

What I Said
“My worry for
Birmingham City this
season is that Karanka’s
style of football isn’t
quite what the owners
are looking for.”

The Manager
Lee Bowyer: Instantly lifted
a lifeless Birmingham City
side that looked destined for
the drop. Loved at the club
for his playing days, survival
has only enhanced Bowyer’s
reputation at St Andrew’s.

Key Player
Neil Etheridge: If there is
just one player who deserves
credit for keeping
Birmingham in the
Championship, it is
Etheridge. The tall, agile
goalkeeper’s shot-stopping
and authority between the
sticks kept the team in touch
of safety under Aitor
Karanka and then played a
key role in better
performances under Lee
Bowyer.

Overview
Years of poor management
both on and off the pitch at
Birmingham City looked set
to be rewarded with
relegation this season.
Appointed in the summer
with expectations of
eventually taking the club
towards the Premier League,
performances under Aitor
Karanka were uninspiring
and the results even worse.
It could almost be said that
Birmingham were fortunate
that the situation on the
pitch was so bad that it
forced the board to act and
remove Karanka from his
position as manager at a
time where the season could
still be saved. Another stroke
of fortune was the
availability of Lee Bowyer as
Karanka’s replacement, a
hero at the club for his
committed performances as
a player and an excellent
man-motivator, with prior
experience of a club, in
Charlton Athletic, in
disarray off-the-pitch.
The perfect man for the job,
Bowyer made a quick impact
in lifting a set of experienced

Championship players to
their expected performance
levels. With a solid defensive
unit, possessing Neil
Etheridge in goal as a
powerful backstop, the pace
and skill of wide-men, Ivan
Sanchez and Jeremie Bela,
and goals in attack via both
Scott Hogan and a
rejuvenated Lukas
Jutkiewicz, Birmingham
eased away from the drop
with little fuss under
Bowyer.
The question now is just
what Lee Bowyer may be
capable of at Birmingham
City over a longer period.
The feelgood factor behind
him should only be
enhanced by the return of
fans, but Bowyer will still
have work to do to sort out a
bloated, ageing squad.
Dark clouds loom over the
horizon, with issues over a
decaying St Andrew’s that
has been sold to a
mysterious third-party,
staying up won’t solve the
bigger problems at
Birmingham City. That said,
having a good manager will
help.
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Blackburn Rovers
Final Position: 15th
Top Scorer: Adam Armstrong (28)
Most Assists: Harvey Elliot (11)
Clean Sheets: 11

What I Said
“The balance of the team
looks heavily tilted
towards midfield and
attack.”

The Manager
Tony Mowbray: Once again,
Mowbray has assembled an
exciting, talented set of
players but has been unable
to coax the expected results
out of them. A horrendous
slide in the second half of
the campaign places his
position as manager under
question.

Key Player
Adam Armstrong: Has
established himself as one of
the best strikers in the
division this season and
looks set for a move to the
Premier League. Quick with
excellent technique,
Armstrong has some jawdropping goals on his
highlights reel, even if
doubts remain over his
consistency in scoring the
easier chances.

Overview
Adam Armstrong, Harvey
Elliot, Bradley Dack, Ben
Brereton, Tyrhys Dolan,
Lewis Holtby, Joe Rothwell,
Jarrad Branthwaite, Taylor
Harwood-Bellis, Darragh
Lenihan, Thomas Kaminski,
these are players that any
team at this level would be
desperate to have, the fact
that this Blackburn Rovers
squad not only didn’t finish
in the top six but in the
bottom-half has to raise
question marks over Tony
Mowbray’s managerial
ability.
The season started
promisingly enough for
Blackburn. Adam Armstrong
was in excellent form,
winger, Tyrhys Dolan,
proved an excellent find
from under the noses of
rivals, Preston North End,
and they had won the race to
loan the country’s most
coveted young player,
Harvey Elliot. Blackburn
were playing scintillating,
dominant football, the playoffs looked to be the
minimum of their ambitions.

Then, as so often happens
under Tony Mowbray, once
results started to tail-off, the
manager seemed powerless
in response, as Blackburn
slipped down the table.
While still capable of some
excellent attacking football,
Blackburn lost their clinical
touch in front of goal and
became increasingly soft at
the back. Perhaps Mowbray
put too much faith in
individual quality over a
collective mentality, but
even that doesn’t quite
explain how such a talented
squad could finish so low in
this division.
This is the first full season
since Tony Mowbray took
charge where Blackburn
have gone backwards, but
this feels more significant
than just a bump in the
road. The manager looks out
of ideas, the squad could do
with some freshening up
and the concern is that if
Mowbray is left to oversee a
rebuild, this season’s
mistakes will only be
repeated. However,
Mowbray looks set to be
handed a stay of execution
at Ewood Park.
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Bournemouth
Final Position: 6th
Top Scorer: Dominic Solanke & Arnaut Danjuma (15)
Most Assists: Dominic Solanke (8)
Clean Sheets: 15

What I Said
“It all rests on the
shoulders of a rookie
manager in Jason Tindall
who may or may not be
up to the task.”

The Manager
Jonathan Woodgate
(Interim): Managed to be in
the right place at the right
time to be handed a secondchance at management after
a poor spell at
Middlesbrough last season.
Helped restore confidence to
a talented Bournemouth
side, reinvigorating his
managerial reputation.

Key Player
Arnaut Danjuma: The
Dutch winger has proved far
too good for Championship
football, providing
consistent match-winning
moments to help an
inconsistent Bournemouth
side through a challenging
campaign. Whatever
happens in the play-offs,
he’ll be a top-flight player
next season.

Overview
Bournemouth looked to have
far too good a squad for
Championship football
heading into the season, the
only question was whether
the inexperienced Jason
Tindall was the right man to
deliver the return to the topflight that the club
desperately needed.
An inconsistent first half of
the season raised doubts
over Tindall, before a poor
run after the new year saw
him sacked. The club then
led a fairly shambolic
attempt to replace Tindall
with a permanent manager,
talking to a number of big
names before settling on
interim manager, Jonathan
Woodgate, who had
struggled in his previous
managerial experience at
Middlesbrough.
Fortunately, the talent that
this Bournemouth squad
possesses, with wingers
Arnaut Danjuma and Junior
Stanislas regularly winning
games through individual
brilliance, and midfielders
such as David Brooks,
Jefferson Lerma, Philip

Billing and Lewis Cook
proving their Premier
League quality, meant that
there was enough latent
talent to make the top six.
It is all about how this team
makes it through the playoffs. On the one hand, the
individual quality available
to Bournemouth could be
enough to win tight,
pressure games. On the
other, there is still a
brittleness about this side
that could be exposed
against the better teams.
A lot rests on an
inexperienced manager in
Woodgate leading
Bournemouth instantly back
into the top-flight – someone
who, presumably, won’t be
kept on, even if he succeeds.
The situation Bournemouth
are in speaks to a
directionlessness at the club
following the departure of
Eddie Howe. It feels as if
those at the club are are yet
to envisage a new way
forward. Whether
Bournemouth are promoted
or not, a big summer of
soul-searching looks to be
ahead.
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Brentford
Final Position: 3rd
Top Scorer: Ivan Toney (31)
Most Assists: Ivan Toney & Bryan Mbeumo (10)
Clean Sheets: 17

What I Said
“Everything seems in
place for Brentford to
take that next step up
and into the Premier
League.”

The Manager
Thomas Frank: A
methodical manager who
has turned Brentford into an
effective winning unit. Has
had to cope with losing key
attacking players from last
season but has kept
Brentford around the
promotion places due to his
organisational abilities.

Key Player
Ivan Toney: Has relished
the quality of service he has
received at Brentford,
scoring 30 times in his first
full season in Championship
football. Not just a
goalscorer, Toney’s pace,
strength and competitive
streak regularly see him
bully and batter opposing
defences, dragging this
Brentford side forward.

Overview
Despite the departures of
Ollie Watkins and Said
Benrahma over the summer,
Brentford looked well-set to
challenge for promotion this
season. Another third-place
finish feels a
disappointment, especially
as Brentford never really put
the top two places under
sustained pressure
throughout the campaign,
nor played the same brand
of free-flowing, attacking
football as last year.
Although Brentford
managed a similar number
of goals to the previous
season, they appeared a
more methodical, almost
robotic, kind of attacking
unit, making them less
aesthetically pleasing to
watch. Whereas the goals
were spread around last
year, Ivan Toney was, by far,
the team’s key source of
goals and attacking
inspiration. Players such as
Emiliano Marcondes, Saman
Ghoddos, Bryan Mbeumo,
and Sergi Canos were
somewhat underwhelming
in not stepping up to the

scoring levels of Toney, even
if they were important in the
creating of chances for the
division’s leading scorer.
The feeling around this
Brentford team just hasn’t
quite been the same this
year. Whenever they’ve ran
into obstacles, it’s taken
time to find solutions.
However, they were still
able to maintain a
comfortable top six finish
due to the consistency of
performance and general
standard of play that
Thomas Frank’s coaching
was able to instil.
Whereas last year, Brentford
headed into the play-offs
disappointed that they
missed out on automatic
promotion, they have had a
longer time to prepare
mentally for head-to-head
knock-out football. Thomas
Frank has seemingly found a
system that gets the best out
of the team, making the Bees
the favourites to claim the
top-flight place they have
striven for over a number of
years of careful planning
and progression.
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Bristol City
Final Position: 19th
Top Scorer: Nahki Wells (10)
Most Assists: Chris Martin (5)
Clean Sheets: 10

What I Said
“A decent manager
would have this Bristol
City side in the play-off
conversation at the very
least.”

The Manager
Nigel Pearson: Helped the
club out of a potentially
dangerous tailspin but has
struggled to get to the root
of this Bristol City side’s
mental fragility. Backed to
lead a rebuild next season, a
poor start could quickly put
Pearson under pressure.

Key Player
Daniel Bentley: After an
inconsistent first year at the
club, Bentley’s performances
in goal have been muchimproved. It’s just as well
considering how poor Bristol
City have been defensively
this season, Bentley was the
difference between a midtable finish and a relegation
battle.

Overview
The appointment of the
inexperienced Dean Holden
over the summer was a sign
that Bristol City weren’t
quite sure where they were
supposed to be heading.
Having aspired for the playoffs in previous years,
limited summer spending
and a lack of managerial
experience set expectation
levels low.
Bristol City started
reasonably well under
Holden, with Chris Martin
proving an astute addition in
attack, attacking midfielders,
Jamie Paterson and Andi
Weimann impressing in
free-roles, and young
midfielder, Tyreeq Bakinson
dictating things in the
middle of the park.
However, performances
weren’t quite as good as
results suggested, and, once
a few key players picked up
injuries, Bristol City’s form
under Dean Holden
deteriorated.
Although he has a decent
track record in this division,
the appointment of an
experienced manager in

Nigel Pearson until the end
of the season to steady the
ship further highlighted the
lack of direction at the club.
A few good results early in
Pearson’s reign staved off
any threat of relegation, but
that soon gave way to an
alarming loss of focus
towards the end of the
campaign.
Something has gone very
wrong at Bristol City over
the past couple of years,
where once promotion to the
Premier League looked to be
within reach. A big summer
is required to rectify what
has gone wrong, with Nigel
Pearson entrusted to lead
that rebuild.
As much as Pearson has
brought fans onside with his
open criticism of
underperforming players,
it’s a tactic he won’t be able
to resort to after a summer
to build his own side. While
it is likely to take a while to
rebuild a Bristol City team
that has lost its way, a good
start to next season feels like
it could be the difference
between a successful rebuild
and a potential relegation
battle.
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Cardiff City
Final Position: 8th
Top Scorer: Kieffer Moore (20)
Most Assists: Harry Wilson (11)
Clean Sheets: 15

What I Said
“The Bluebirds were a
diligent side last year
but may need more than
that to finish in the top
six again.”

The Manager
Mick McCarthy: Made an
instant impact after his midseason appointment, taking
the team from a potential
relegation battle towards the
play-offs. Results tailed off
towards the end of the
campaign but McCarthy will
feel he can do better next
season with a squad more to
his liking.

Key Player
Kieffer Moore: The giant
striker has proved a natural
fit at Cardiff City, suiting the
physical, disciplined style of
football well while also
providing a touch of guile
and skill in the final third.
One of the most complete
strikers currently operating
at this level.

Overview
A top six finish last season
along with some eyecatching recruitment in the
summer made Neil Harris’
Cardiff City one of the main
contenders for at least
another play-off outing this
year. However, Harris
struggled to replicate last
season’s performances with
arguably a stronger squad
and had Cardiff drifting into
a relegation battle by the
time he was dispensed with.
Mick McCarthy was
parachuted into the job after
a spell in Cyprus and
instantly got the team
performing to expectations.
Cardiff stormed into the race
for the play-offs, enacting an
effective game-plan of
sitting back, soaking up
pressure and hitting teams
on the counter-attack.
For an experienced side that
had been built to get the
basics right under previous
managers, it was a better
approach than Harris’
attempts to get Cardiff
playing a more possessionbased style. With an
experienced back-line

featuring Sean Morrison,
Aden Flint and Curtis
Nelson, Cardiff were content
to allow opponents to have
the ball. With the counterattacking threat of Harry
Wilson, Sheyi Ojo and Josh
Murphy, Cardiff could easily
turn defence in attack, with
Kieffer Moore up front
consistently devastating.
Where it fell apart towards
the end of the season was
often when Cardiff fell
behind in games and had to
ask questions of opponents
in possession. That is the
key element of the game that
Mick McCarthy will need to
improve upon next season,
whether he is the right man
to do so remains to be seen.
As one of the oldest squads
in the division, Cardiff will
need to freshen things up
over the coming years. At
the moment, they have
found success with a
traditional approach – in
contrast to much of the rest
of the division – but having
started slowly in back-toback seasons with that style,
there are signs that what has
previously worked may not
continue to.
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Derby County
Final Position: 21st
Top Scorer: Colin Kazim-Richards (8)
Most Assists: Martyn Waghorn & Nathan Byrne (4)
Clean Sheets: 12

What I Said
“The only reason to
doubt Derby County
would be the… stifling
structure that Phillip
Cocu has implemented to
the team’s… game.”

The Manager
Wayne Rooney: Has,
admirably, taken on the
Derby County job in difficult
circumstances for any
manager, let alone a firsttimer. Rooney made a big
initial impact, seeming to
steer the Rams to safety,
however, he appeared to
have no answers for an
alarming slide in the final
months of the campaign.

Key Player
Colin Kazim-Richards:
Signed as almost an
afterthought, KazimRichards has been a key
figure for a struggling Derby
County side. Not the best of
finishers, but his
combination of physicality,
pace and skill provided a
presence and leadership up
top.

Overview
A relegation battle for Derby
County this season would
have been unthinkable 12
months ago when Phillip
Cocu’s young, Wayne
Rooney-inspired side were
pushing for the play-offs.
However, a year dogged by
off-field uncertainty dragged
the club into the mire and it
is only the failings of other
relegation contenders that
kept the club in the
Championship.
Without weakening the
squad too much over the
summer, some of the blame
for Derby’s struggles this
season has to be attributed
to Phillip Cocu’s turgid
brand of slow, passing
football that rooted Derby to
the bottom of the table early
on. From that point
onwards, confidence had
dipped – most notably, with
players such as Tom
Lawrence and Louie Sibley
failing to replicate their level
of performances from last
season – which was
exacerbated by a prolonged
search for a replacement for
Cocu and issues over player
payment.

Wayne Rooney stepped up to
the role of manager in the
absence of leadership
elsewhere. It looked to be a
stroke of good fortune to
have a promising young
manager already at the club,
with Derby quickly rising up
the table via a series of more
committed and energetic
performances under
England’s record goalscorer.
Not aided by some poor and
late January recruitment,
Rooney appeared to hit a
wall in the final months of
the campaign and struggled
to find ways to arrest a
slump in form that put his
team in peril. Perhaps
Rooney wasn’t as good a
manager as his initial impact
suggested, perhaps it was
just down to inexperience in
the dug-out, but he now
faces pressure to keep the
job at Pride Park longerterm.
The club, however, seems to
have bigger fishes to fry,
with uncertainty continuing
over a potential takeover of
the club. Derby County look
to currently be one of the
country’s biggest crisis
clubs.
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Huddersfield Town
Final Position: 20th
Top Scorer: Josh Koroma (8)
Most Assists: Isaac Mbenza (7)
Clean Sheets: 12

What I Said
“The sudden change in
course suggests an
instability at the club at
a time when structure is
needed.”

The Manager
Carlos Corberan: A bold
appointment as manager
over the summer, Corberan
has shown at times this
season why he was a gamble
worth taking at Huddersfield
but has struggled to
maintain a consistent level
of performance over a
difficult Championship
season.

Key Player
Lewis O’Brien: An
academy-produced starlet
who has built on a solid first
season at Championship
level to earn admiring
glances from bigger clubs.
An energetic player with and
without the ball, O’Brien
links defence and attack
nicely, marrying work-rate
with a touch of quality here
and there.

Overview
Huddersfield Town owner
Phil Hodgkinson made the
surprising decision to
dispense with the Cowley
brothers last summer after
successfully keeping the club
in the division from a
difficult position. To then
appoint the inexperienced
Leeds United under-23
coach, Carlos Corberan,
looked like a move that
would either be a raging
success or complete failure.
One season in, it hasn’t yet
proved to be either.
A bright first half to the
campaign looked set to put
paid to the doom and gloom
merchants around
Huddersfield. The Terriers
played an attractive brand of
risk-taking football, with
full-backs, Pipa and Harry
Toffolo, regularly hitting the
byline and the central
midfield trio of Lewis
O’Brien, Carel Eiting and
Juninho Bacuna impressing
with their control of
possession and moments of
great skill. With wide-man,
Josh Koroma, stepping up
with some important goals

to round-off Huddersfield’s
threat, a top-half finish
looked eminently achievable.
However, the season took a
turn for the worse following
injuries to Koroma, as well
as Eiting, that suddenly left
Huddersfield devoid of a
killer touch in the final third.
Results dipped and soon
performances did too, as
Huddersfield slid towards a
relegation battle.
In the face of such pressure,
Corberan stuck to his
preferred way of playing,
with the team doing just
about enough to survive,
even if it also led to some
heavy defeats along the way.
Even if that second half of
the campaign slump has put
Corberan under pressure,
Huddersfield are probably
better off sticking to his way
rather than pursuing a
different direction.
With the right recruitment
this summer, Huddersfield
are a potential dark horse
next season. However, it has
been a long while since
Huddersfield have last had a
successful transfer window.
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Luton Town
Final Position: 12th
Top Scorer: James Collins (10)
Most Assists: Kiernan Dewsbury-Hall & Harry Cornick (6)
Clean Sheets: 15

What I Said
“I have a sneaking
suspicion that Luton
may end up quite a bit
further up the table than
many are anticipating.”

The Manager
Nathan Jones: Returned to
Luton Town last season to
keep them in the division
and has since lifted the team
into mid-table with ease on
limited resources. Has
developed a pragmatism to
his managerial style that had
previously been lacking.

Key Player
Kiernan Dewsbury-Hall:
The Leicester City loanee
instantly proved to be a class
apart in this Luton Town
side, going through periods
of the campaign where he
was man of the match
almost every week. An
exciting attack-minded
midfielder with a great eye
for a pass, Dewsbury-Hall
could well be involved in
Leicester’s Premier League
squad next season.

Overview
Having edged their way to
survival after a late run last
season, Luton Town have
impressively been able to
kick-on and finish
comfortably in mid-table
this time around. A lot of the
credit for Luton’s
improvement this season
has to go to Nathan Jones,
who has combined smart
recruitment with improving
the players he already had
available, along with a
helpful touch of tactical
nous, to prevent one of the
least resourced clubs
financially in the division
from ever being in danger.
The additions of defender,
Tom Lockyer, and
midfielders Kiernan
Dewsbury-Hall and Jordan
Clark over the summer
nudged the quality of this
Luton side up a little bit but
this season has really been
about improvements in
players such as Simon Sluga
in goal, centre-backs Sonny
Bradley and Matty Pearson,
and Pelly-Ruddock Mpanzu
in midfield that has truly
raised the bar of this side.

Luton’s comfortable
campaign was aided by a
presentable early fixture list,
which eased the team into
the season. However, as the
campaign progressed, Luton
demonstrated that they were
capable of more than just
beating the poorer teams at
home, playing well against
some of the top sides and
boasting an impressive away
record.
There is little reason why
Luton cannot replicate this
season heading into next.
Even with the remote
possibility of key striker,
James Collins, leaving on a
free over the summer, the
performances of Elijah
Adebayo since his January
signing have shown that
Nathan Jones may be
capable of evolving this team
as its key players get older
and need to be replaced.
It’s always going to be an
uphill battle for Luton to
compete in the
Championship, but with the
right manager in place,
there is a determination at
the club to not just defy the
odds but surpass
expectations.
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Middlesbrough
Final Position: 10th
Top Scorer: Duncan Watmore (9)
Most Assists: Paddy McNair (7)
Clean Sheets: 13

What I Said
“I’m just not sure that
[Fletcher, Assombalonga
& Tavernier] are of the
calibre to lead a side
much higher than midtable at Championship
level.”

The Manager
Neil Warnock: Forever in
his ‘final job’ as a manager,
Neil Warnock has, once
again, proven his nous as a
manager at this level in
turning around a
Middlesbrough side that had
struggled last season into
play-off contenders this time
around with little
investment.

Key Player
Paddy McNair: A crucial
part of Neil Warnock’s setup of this Middlesbrough
side, the highly-versatile
Paddy McNair – equally
adept at centre-back as he is
in central midfield – has not
only allowed the manager to
be tactically flexible but has
stepped up with consistent
moments of quality
throughout the season.

into a capable,
Championship-level striker.

Overview
If there is one lesson to be
learned from Middlesbrough
this season it’s that Neil
Warnock should never be
written-off as a manager at
Championship level. At a
Middlesbrough side that had
struggled badly last season
and with little money to
spend over the summer,
Warnock transformed this
team into a smart,
competitive, and versatile
outfit.
The story of
Middlesbrough’s season has
been about how many
players have been
completely transformed by
Neil Warnock’s
management. Anfernee
Dijksteel, Marvin Johnson,
Marc Bola, Paddy McNair,
Marcus Tavernier and many
others have produced
performances this season
above the levels many
thought they were capable
of. Perhaps most
impressively, Warnock
brought in Duncan Watmore
after a spell of two goals in
two seasons at League One
level and transformed him

Resolute in defence,
combative in the middle of
the park and with plenty of
pace in attack,
Middlesbrough were the
kind of side few would have
enjoyed playing this season.
Their approach and
mentality meant that they
were constantly in games
and occasionally capable of
blowing teams away. Where
they fell short was just a
slight lack of craft and
subtlety to break teams
down who were willing to
sit in against them.
Despite Warnock’s
advancing years, there
seems little reason why
Middlesbrough cannot build
on a productive campaign.
With a few key additions, it’s
easy to see this
Middlesbrough side making
the jump into the top six.
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Millwall
Final Position: 11th
Top Scorer: Jed Wallace (11)
Most Assists: Jed Wallace (5)
Clean Sheets: 17

What I Said
“Millwall have all the
pieces in place to be the
division’s dark horse
this season.”

The Manager
Gary Rowett: Continues to
demonstrate he is an expert
at getting underdogs to
overperform at
Championship level. After a
poor start to the campaign,
Rowett calmly went about
making minor adjustments
that saw Millwall
comfortably finish in the
top-half.

Key Player
Bartosz Bialkowski: The
experienced Pole has proven
his quality as a shot-stopper
par excellence at
Championship level over the
past two years. His reliable
heroics between the sticks
were a key reason Millwall
stayed away from danger
before eventually pushing up
the table this season.

Tipped by many as play-off
outsiders prior to the
campaign, Millwall
disappointed over the first
half of the season with a
series of increasingly
underwhelming and
disjointed performances.
The team looked to be in a
nosedive towards the drop
around the middle of the
season, only for Gary Rowett
to figure out his side’s
weaknesses, rectify them
and send Millwall back up
the table.
With a strong core of
reliable performers, formed
of Bartosz Bialkowski in
goal, Jake Cooper, Shaun
Hutchinson and Murray
Wallace at the back, Ryan
Woods in central midfield
and attacking midfielder, Jed
Wallace, Millwall always had
a strong base from which to
build. There had been
ambitions earlier in the
season of being more than
the resolute, combative side
Millwall have been known as
in recent years, but
supposedly exciting signings
such as Troy Parrott and
Kenneth Zohore failed to
elevate the level of the team

and soon led to a reversion
to what had worked in
previous years.
From the start of January,
Millwall were the ninth-best
side in the division, proving
why those pre-season
expectations of a play-off
push weren’t so ridiculous.
They are a side that can be
hard to get excited about,
but their reliability and
competence should not be
underrated.
Perhaps the goal for next
season for Millwall should
be less about attempting to
evolve their style and more
about appreciating what
they do best. As it currently
stands, it wouldn’t take
much to push Millwall from
being a top-half side to a top
six one, however, that next
step is the most difficult one
to make for a side on
relatively limited resources.
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Norwich City
Final Position: 1st
Top Scorer: Teemu Pukki (26)
Most Assists: Emiliano Buendia (15)
Clean Sheets: 18

What I Said
“For Daniel Farke, this is
his first spell as a
manager where he is
under any kind of
pressure.”

The Manager
Daniel Farke: Has eased
Norwich City back into the
top-flight, sticking true to
the values that got them out
of this division two years
ago while making key
improvements. A positive
and patient coach, the real
test of his managerial talent
will be what he does next
season.

Key Player
Ben Gibson: The key
difference between this
promotion and the one
attained by Norwich City
two years ago has been their
defensive solidity. The
addition of the experienced
and physical Gibson to
Norwich’s back-line has
allowed them to completely
stymie opposition threat for
the majority of the season.

the campaign, before pulling
away as others faded.

Overview
Norwich City had faced
questions over the manner
of their relegation from the
Premier League last season,
choosing not to invest in the
squad nor deviate from the
style that had won them
promotion. There was a risk
that such an approach could
have engendered a sense of
complacency, instead, that
belief in their principles has
made Norwich one of the
best ever Championship
sides.
Aided by avoiding selling too
many of their key
performers over the
summer, Norwich have
approached this season in a
business-like manner. While
the attacking talent of
players such as Emiliano
Buendia, Todd Cantwell and
Teemu Pukki clearly belong
at a higher-level has never
been in doubt, the defensive
solidity that the addition of
Ben Gibson to the defence
and Oliver Skipp in midfield
provided allowed Norwich to
ease themselves into form
over the first few months of

While they had one of the
deepest squads in the
division, it is a testament to
Daniel Farke’s managerial
talents that Norwich
overcame a series of injury
crises throughout the season
to maintain a consistent
level of performance.
Despite having to play a
right-footed midfielder at
left-back in Jacob Sorensen
or missing their first-choice
keeper, Tim Krul, for much
of the season, Norwich
continued to churn out the
wins. Promotion has looked
easy for Norwich, but it
hasn’t been.
The bigger test of what
Norwich have been trying to
do over as a club in recent
years will be in how they do
back in the top-flight. Aside
from Ben Gibson in defence,
it’s hard to argue that the
squad is much stronger than
the one that last played in
the Premier League. This
year will have been a nice
confidence boost, but it’s all
about how they demonstrate
improvement next season.
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Nottingham Forest
Final Position: 17th
Top Scorer: Lewis Grabban (6)
Most Assists: Cyrus Christie (3)
Clean Sheets: 14

What I Said
“Nottingham Forest’s
season is going to be
defined by how quickly
they can demonstrate
they have overcome last
year’s implosion.”

The Manager
Chris Hughton: One of the
best managers at this level
over the past decade, Chris
Hughton has achieved his
brief this season in keeping
Nottingham Forest up.
However, he hasn’t quite
made the impact expected of
him, making next year
important in demonstrating
his credentials at the City
Ground.

Key Player
Brice Samba: The
charismatic goalkeeper has
been one of Nottingham
Forest’s most reliable
performers this season.
While capable of erratic
moments, Samba’s shotstopping and dominance of
his area has been vital in
keeping Forest away from
danger.

Overview
Nottingham Forest’s
implosion over the first
month of the season was
something that most could
see coming. After a collapse
at the end of last year and a
summer of unnecessary
squad upheaval, Forest
looked disjointed, low on
confidence and found
themselves firmly in the
relegation battle.
The appointment of Chris
Hughton was expected to
take Forest immediately
away from danger and
possibly even into the top
half of the table. However,
Hughton was never quite
able to make this
Nottingham Forest side the
reliable, consistent outfit he
has built at previous clubs,
despite the available talent.
Perhaps the squad was too
large and unbalanced to
make sense of. Perhaps
Hughton’s tactics were
overly cautious. Whatever it
was, Nottingham Forest
spent way too long in the
relegation battle for a side
with Lewis Grabban and
Lyle Taylor in attack, Joe

Lolley, Sammy Ameobi and
Anthony Knockaeart out
wide and the talents of Luke
Freeman, Filip Krovinovic
and James Garner in
midfield.
For all the chaos that Forest
have seemed to have courted
over recent years, this
season should still be seen as
an embarrassing
underperformance from
every player and manager
involved – with one or two
exceptions. Theoretically,
Forest should be better off
next season once Chris
Hughton has had time to lay
the groundwork that has
seen him achieve success at
this level with Newcastle
United and Brighton & Hove
Albion, however, it’s hard
not to feel that this is a club
that may find a way to
sabotage itself further over
the summer.
Nonetheless, anything other
than a push for the top six
next season will be seen as
another underachievement
for one of English football’s
serial underachievers. This
has been a wasted season at
the City Ground, better has
to be expected.
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Preston North End
Final Position: 13th
Top Scorer: Scott Sinclair (9)
Most Assists: Ryan Ledson (5)
Clean Sheets: 16

What I Said
“It is only a sense of
stasis around the club
that is going against
what is a quietly
impressive Preston
North End side.”

The Manager
Frankie McAvoy
(Caretaker): After a
shocking nosedive in form
under Alex Neil, Preston
North End appointed
McAvoy as caretaker until
the end of the season. Has
made a strong case for the
job full-time but the club
may prefer a more
experienced appointment.

Key Player
Alan Browne: An energetic,
reliable, and versatile
performer in both central
midfield and right-back,
Browne has been one of
Preston’s most important
players over the past few
years. Having signed a new
contract mid-way through
the season, Browne is set to
be a key part of the club’s
rebuild.

Overview
Having consistently been
outsiders for the play-offs
over the past few years on a
fraction of the budget of
their top-six competitors,
this proved to be a season
too far for Preston North
End. With key performers
reaching the end of their
contracts, the focus for
much of the campaign was
on either retaining or
replacing those players. In
the second half of the
campaign in particular,
there was a clear loss of
focus which nearly saw the
side sucked into danger.
For spells of this season, it
still looked to be the Preston
of old under Alex Neil’s
management. Wellorganised, energetic and
competitive, Preston can be
a very tough team to play
against. However, a porous
defensive record – not aided
by an injury to key figure,
Patrick Bauer, and a lack of
investment on defenders –
undermined Neil’s blueprint.
Losing three key players in
January in Darnell Fisher,
Ben Davies and Ben Pearson

not only weakened Neil’s
hand but the addition of
eight new faces to the squad
had a destabilising effect.
While decent players were
added in the forms of Liam
Lindsay, Sepp van den Berg,
Ben Whiteman, Jayson
Molumby and Anthony
Gordon, it signalled a switch
in focus to next season while
the current one was still in
play.
The removal of Alex Neil
from his role as manager
seemed harsh given that it
felt that the reason behind
this season’s struggles were
beyond his control, however,
the team were sliding badly
towards a scrap for survival.
There was an impressive
rally under caretaker,
Frankie McAvoy – padded by
wins in meaningless end-ofseason contests – but the
question is now where this
club goes next.
Appointing the right
manager and strengthening
the squad correctly over the
summer is going to be vital
in getting a club that has
gone off-piste over the last
year back on course.
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Queens Park Rangers
Final Position: 9th
Top Scorer: Lyndon Dykes (11)
Most Assists: Lyndon Dykes, Chris Willock & Albert Adomah (5)
Clean Sheets: 14

What I Said
“A soft touch in the
centre of the park and at
the back, it doesn’t
appear a great
combination for the
rigours of Championship
football.”

The Manager
Mark Warburton: Seen as
an idealist with a preference
for attacking football with
young players, Warburton
has adopted a more
pragmatic approach with
success this season. After a
slow start, Warburton’s
defensive framework
became the basis for a push
up the table in the second
half of the campaign.

Key Player
Rob Dickie: Seen as a ballplaying centre-back at
League One level, Dickie has
impressed with his defensive
credentials this season.
Along with goalkeeper, Seny
Dieng, Dickie has been a key
element of QPR’s solid
defending that steered the
team away from danger and
up the table.

Overview

key elements of that shift in
emphasis.

With a porous defensive
record last season and
having lost some key
attacking players over the
past year, Queens Park
Rangers looked set to
struggle this time out. A
poor start to the season
underlined why this
expectation existed,
however, QPR, and Mark
Warburton in particular,
have proven their doubters
wrong with an excellent
second half of the season
that secured a top-half
finish.

Once QPR became secure at
the back, they weren’t
simply a side that sat back
and preyed on the errors of
opponents. With a defence
that was comfortable on the
ball, the composure of
Stefan Johansen in central
midfield, and the skill of Ilias
Chair just behind the
strikers, QPR were capable
of playing some excellent
football. That solid defensive
framework simply made
their attacking play much
more effective.

A lot of the attention has
gone towards the impact of
the January additions of
Charlie Austin in attack and
Stefan Johansen in midfield,
that coincided with an
upturn in form, however,
more of the credit should be
directed to the work Mark
Warburton put in to
organising QPR’s defence
earlier in the campaign –
perhaps sacrificing results in
order to do so – with
goalkeeper, Seny Dieng, and
centre-back, Rob Dickie, the

Heading into next season,
QPR look in good shape to
challenge for the play-offs.
The main doubt is over their
ability to retain key
performers – with Seny
Dieng and Stefan Johansen
probably the most important
to keep hold of – given the
club’s relative lack of
financial power versus the
upper end of the division.
Good work has been done at
Loftus Road over the course
of the season, the challenge
will be in maintaining it
over the course of a full
campaign.
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Reading
Final Position: 7th
Top Scorer: Lucas Joao (19)
Most Assists: Michael Olise (12)
Clean Sheets: 17

What I Said
“With the wrong
manager and a sense of
instability in place, it
could make it a difficult
environment in which to
perform.”

The Manager
Veljko Paunovic: The
Serbian was a left-field pick
as manager just two weeks
before the start of the season
but proved to be an instant
success. Perhaps not the
most tactically intricate of
managers but his
motivational abilities put
fire in the bellies of this
Reading side.

Key Player
Lucas Joao: The tall
Portuguese striker had
flattered to deceive at
Championship level in
previous seasons. Aided by
an improved injury record
this season, Joao has proven
himself to be one of the best
strikers at this level,
possessing a dangerous
combination of skill, pace
and physical strength.

Overview
Reading have been a chaotic
club in recent times, with
the decision to change
manager just two weeks
before the start of the
season looking set to be
another unhelpful twist in
the Royals’ saga. Anything
looked possible for this
Reading side heading into
the campaign – which is to
say that most were
expecting it to turn out
disastrously – instead, the
obscure appointment of
Veljko Paunovic and some
seriously talented
individuals nearly saw
Reading promoted.
Reading looked to have
started at an unsustainable
level. Winning games
despite creating few
chances, relying on
individual brilliance and
with Paunovic spouting
stock, motivational mantras.
However, they used that
strong start as the platform
from which to improve
performance levels and
became genuinely one of the
best sides in the division for
periods of the campaign.

Looking back, it really
shouldn’t have been in doubt
that a team with Rafael
Cabral in goal, Liam Moore
and Omar Richards in
defence, John Swift, Ovie
Ejaria and Michael Olise in
midfield, along with Yakou
Meite, Lucas Joao and
George Puscas in attack
wouldn’t be strong in this
division. It was only the
sense of chaos that
surrounded Reading’s preseason preparations that
cast doubt on this side.
Missing out on the play-offs,
the question is whether
Reading can build on this
season or whether it was a
lightning in a bottle
campaign. Financial Fair
Play limitations will hamper
the ability to strengthen
Paunovic’s squad and
possibly lead to the
departure of some of
Reading’s best players. Even
without one or two key
players, Reading should still
be strong next season,
however, it will likely be a
bigger test of Paunovic’s
managerial ability.
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Rotherham United
Final Position: 23rd
Top Scorer: Michael Smith (10)
Most Assists: Daniel Barlaser & Wes Harding (4)
Clean Sheets: 9

What I Said
“With the right wind
behind them,
Rotherham United could
do a lot more than
simply survive this
season.”

The Manager
Paul Warne: A supremely
positive, motivational figure,
Warne has built a physically
intense Rotherham United
side that consistently make
life difficult for opponents.
Converting performances
into results was an issue this
season, particularly at home,
leading to relegation.

Key Player
Michael Smith: The targetman centre-forward had one
of his best campaigns in
front of goal at
Championship level this
season. An unselfish
presence in attack and
dominant in the air, he is a
key element of a Rotherham
side that ruffled more than a
few feathers this season.

Overview
Rotherham United continue
to yo-yo between League
One and the Championship,
following a third relegation
from the second-tier in as
many seasons at this level.
As much as Rotherham
impressed with their ability
to put teams under pressure
with their energetic and
committed style, a lack of a
killer touch in the final third
was a big reason why they
again fell short this year.
While Rotherham may point
towards bad luck due to a
Covid outbreak at the club in
March that led to an
absurdly congested run of
fixtures at the end of the
campaign, poor home form
and struggles in front of goal
prior to the run-in suggested
that they may not have
enough to stay up. Just why
those two things were issues
is hard to get to the bottom
of – given the club’s
generally good home form in
the past under Warne and
its ability to create good
chances.

underwhelming summer
signings. Rotherham appear
to be good at identifying
good League One players but
have struggled to recruit
enough players of
Championship quality,
underlined by bouncing
between the two divisions in
recent years. That the fairly
limited Michael Smith was
left as the team’s principle
attacking threat underlines
Rotherham’s issues in the
transfer market this year.
While Paul Warne has twice
shown that relegation is no
disaster for Rotherham, a
second under his charge
may raise some questions
over his management. He
may currently have the
backing of the board, and
most fans, but there will be
pressure next year to ensure
that the club not only
returns to the Championship
but begins to put the
foundations in place to stay
there.

Another key reason for
relegation was a series of
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Sheffield Wednesday
Final Position: 24th
Top Scorer: Josh Windass (8)
Most Assists: Josh Windass & Barry Bannan (5)
Clean Sheets: 13

What I Said
“As it stands, I’m not
sure they’re much more
than 12 points better
than relegation
material.”

The Manager
Darren Moore: Seemingly
appointed with a view to
getting the club out of
League One, Moore belatedly
got Sheffield Wednesday
performing to expectations
with a late, vain, dash
towards safety, underlining
his credentials as one of the
best motivational figures in
the game.

Key Player
Josh Windass: The
energetic forward has been
an effective figure in
Sheffield Wednesday’s attack
when fit this season. A
relentless runner with a
touch of skill to him,
Windass is the kind of player
who can make things
happen through force of
will.

Overview

appointed once relegation
looked all but certain.

Starting the season with a
12-point deduction (later
reduced to six) made the
task clear for Sheffield
Wednesday, stay up at any
cost. With a squad that
should have been strong
enough to finish around
mid-table – at least, the
lower end of mid-table –
survival should have been
possible despite the
handicap, however, the
decision-making from
boardroom level proved the
bigger handicap for
Wednesday.

Moore did an incredible job
to keep Wednesday in the
relegation battle until the
final day – especially after
starting off with a few
defeats. The team’s form
under Moore only
underlined how needless
relegation was, with the
likes of Adam Reach, Callum
Paterson, Jordan Rhodes and
Josh Windass belatedly
proving their quality as
Championship differencemakers.

Most notably, Garry Monk
was sacked after a solid start
to the campaign that put
Wednesday within touching
distance of safety. Then,
Tony Pulis was appointed
and sacked before he had
any opportunity to mould
the squad to his needs in the
transfer market, which saw
performances and results
nosedive. There was then an
extended period under
caretaker management,
which exacerbated the sense
of drift at the club. Then,
Darren Moore was

For all the chaos around the
club, they at least have the
right man in place in Darren
Moore to oversee the rebuild
of an ageing squad that has
been desperately needed in
recent years. Just what
decisions owner, Dejphon
Chansiri, may make next
remains a mystery, but there
is a chance that relegation
may prove a good
opportunity to clear the deck
and start afresh at
Hillsborough.
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Stoke City
Final Position: 14th
Top Scorer: Nick Powell (12)
Most Assists: Tyrese Campbell (5)
Clean Sheets: 21

What I Said
“I am expecting Stoke
City to continue their
upwards trajectory
under Michael O’Neill
this season, expect it to
be attritional stuff.”

The Manager
Michael O’Neill: A
supremely sensible and
organised figure in the dugout, O’Neill has stamped out
the sense of complacency
around Stoke but has
perhaps been hampered by
his own pragmatism in
looking to make the leap
into promotion contention.

Key Player
Nick Powell: A player who
will forever be damned with
the faint praise of ‘the best
player in the Championship,
on his day’ Powell has been
Stoke’s most reliable
attacking player this season.
Tall, technically outstanding,
and capable of moments of
brilliance, Powell has been
excellent either in midfield
or as a striker this season.

Overview
After an extended period of
drift at Stoke City, many
around the club were hoping
that, with, finally, the right
manager in place in Michael
O’Neill, this season would
mark a turnaround in
fortunes. Despite clear
improvements across the
board this season, O’Neill
hasn’t quite made the
impact expected of him.
Most notably, poor finishing
and perhaps a lack of flair in
midfield and attack has seen
Stoke regularly draw or lose
games they might otherwise
have won. As well-drilled as
Stoke have looked this
season under O’Neill’s
instruction, the team
seemed to be missing
something in the final third
that stymied their efforts losing the exciting Tyrese
Campbell to injury midseason didn’t help.
Where O’Neill has won
plaudits this season has been
for his organisation of the
defence and integration of
youngsters. Defenders,
Harry Souttar and Nathan
Collins have emerged as

strong performers at
Championship level under
O’Neill’s tutelage, while Joe
Bursik performed
impressively in goal when
first-choice keepers, Angus
Gunn and Adam Davies were
out injured.
O’Neill will have to prove
next season that he is still
the right man for the job.
Some questionable decisions
in the transfer market –
such as signing the veteran,
John Obi Mikel last summer
– raise questions over
O’Neill’s ability to take the
team to the next level, but
he has also done a lot of
good work that shouldn’t be
ignored.
With fans set to return to
stadiums next season, Stoke
under O’Neill are one to
keep an eye on. Another
season of not scoring many
goals, drawing too many
games, and finishing midtable could make for a
tetchy, negative atmosphere
at whatever Stoke’s stadium
is called these days. As much
as this season has been an
improvement on what has
gone before at Stoke, better
was expected.
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Swansea City
Final Position: 4th
Top Scorer: Andre Ayew (16)
Most Assists: Jake Bidwell (8)
Clean Sheets: 20

What I Said
“The big question with
Swansea City this year
is just where the goals
are going to come from.”

The Manager
Steve Cooper: A calm figure
on the touchline who has
moulded Swansea City into a
cool, calculated team unit
that is supremely proficient
at seeing out leads. Cooper
has come under pressure of
late for a lack of flexibility,
but two successive top six
finishes is no mean feat.

Key Player
Andre Ayew: The Ghana
international could easily
have downed tools following
Swansea’s relegation to the
Championship but has
instead produced some of
his best football for the club.
A skilful, intelligent, and
versatile forward who is
essential to rounding off
Swansea’s counter-attacking
threat.

Overview
For much of the season,
Swansea City looked like
being the team going under
the radar in the promotion
places, quietly winning
games with a minimum of
fuss. Imperious at the back,
efficient in attack, calm in
possession, Swansea haven’t
been a spectacular side for
much of the season but have
consistently got the job
done.

of Steve Cooper, it was
understandable given how
effective Plan A had been.

However, a lack of brute
force and cutting edge saw
Swansea run into difficulties
once they hit a bump in the
road around the Spring.
With opponents finally
finding a way through their
imposing back-line, Swansea
seemed to lack the intensity
required to move up through
the gears to get back in
games.

Cooper’s defensive
organisation has allowed
young defenders, Marc
Guehi and Ben Cabango, to
come to the fore, while
Freddie Woodman has
looked one of the best
goalkeepers in the division.
Aided by a possessionhoarding midfield, run by
Matt Grimes, Swansea’s lack
of an out-and-out centreforward has befuddled
opponents as to how to deal
with the movement and pace
of Jamal Lowe, Andre Ayew,
with wing-backs, Connor
Roberts and Jake Bidwell
proving a key attacking
threat too. The January
addition of Conor Hourihane
to the midfield added extra
goals to the team at a key
stage of the season.

It was a run that threatened
to drag the team outside the
top six, but they eventually
re-established their winning
ways to secure a shot at
promotion via the play-offs.
While a perceived lack of a
Plan B raised question
marks over the management

Although they’re not in the
best of form heading into
the play-offs, Swansea have
an approach that may be
very effective in big games.
Without being outstanding,
Swansea have been one of
the most impressive teams
in the division this year.
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Watford
Final Position: 2nd
Top Scorer: Ismaila Sarr (12)
Most Assists: Philip Zinckernagel & Ken Sema (5)
Clean Sheets: 23

What I Said
“Watford look like they
have too much quality,
as well as a physical
intensity, about them
not to find themselves in
the promotion race this
season.”

The Manager
Xisco Munoz: Took over the
club with just 11 games of
prior experience – in the
Georgian top-flight – but
proved to be the man to get
the best out of Watford’s
talented squad.
Performances have rarely
been outstanding but there
looks to be more attacking
intent under Munoz.

Key Player
Ismaila Sarr: In the
category of player who
shouldn’t be playing at this
level, Sarr eventually
showed the quality in the
later part of the campaign
that saw him linked to some
of the country’s top clubs
last summer. Quick, strong
and with an eye for goal,
Watford will look to build
around Sarr next year.

Overview
Like the other relegated
Premier League sides,
Watford simply looked to
have too strong a squad not
to be in promotion
contention this season.
However, performances
from the Hornets rarely
lived up to expectations,
making it a fairly
underwhelming experience
of promotion for the
Hertfordshire club.
Under Vladimir Ivic’s
management early in the
season, Watford were
needlessly cautious. With
attacking talent to call upon,
such as Troy Deeney, Andre
Gray, Ismaila Sarr, Ken
Sema, Joao Pedro, and Will
Hughes, Watford rarely
played in a manner that got
the best out of their stacked
forward-line.
While things improved once
Xisco Munoz was appointed
mid-way through the
season, Watford remain a
team that has felt less than
the sum of their parts.
Munoz at least put his faith
in the talents of his attacking
players, with Ismaila Sarr in

particular finally making the
consistent, devastating
impact expected of him
earlier in the campaign.
It has been Watford’s strong
record at the back this
season that gave them
staying power in the
promotion race, keeping
clean sheets in half of their
games this season. Any
combination of Christian
Kabasele, Francisco
Sierralta, William TroostEkong and Craig Cathcart
looked an imposing one at
Championship level,
meaning the team just
needed small moments of
inspiration in attack.
Having staggered to
promotion this season, it
doesn’t feel as if Watford
have really learned anything
from their relegation to this
division. The squad remains
bloated, and the manager is
probably only a few poor
results away from the sack.
Back in the top-flight for
now, some serious work is
needed to avoid a return to
the second-tier over the next
year or two.
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Wycombe Wanderers
Final Position: 22nd
Top Scorer: Uche Ikpeazu (6)
Most Assists: Joe Jacobson (6)
Clean Sheets: 12

What I Said
“They can be expected to
put in a big effort and
could make things hard
for any side at this
level.”

The Manager
Gareth Ainsworth: Has
kept Wycombe Wanderers
motivated throughout a
difficult campaign where
relegation was all but
certain from the opening
day. While winning few
plaudits from opposition
fans, Ainsworth’s style of
football has proven difficult
for many teams at this level
to deal with.

Key Player
Uche Ikpeazu: Likely to be a
key piece of business for the
club for the coming years,
Ikpeazu has allowed
Wycombe to finally move
beyond Adebayo Akinfenwa
in attack. A tall and strong
forward with a surprising
turn of skill, Ikpeazu has
been a key figurehead in
Wycombe’s attack.

Overview
This season was essentially a
free-hit for a Wycombe
Wanderers side that knew
that every team in this
division outgunned them
both financially and in terms
of quality of player. With
relegation looking the most
likely outcome for much of
the campaign, it is a
testament to Gareth
Ainsworth’s motivational
skills that Wycombe avoided
relegation, technically, until
the final day.
At times, Wycombe looked
like being one of the
historically worst teams at
this level. Some of their
early defeats in particular
exposed a naivety in
attempting to play a high
line with such slow
defenders. However,
Ainsworth soon learned
those lessons, improving
Wycombe’s defensive
organisation, without
completely abandoning what
it was that had made the
team so effective in going
from League Two to the
Championship with minimal
investment.

Wycombe consistently
caused teams problems this
season with their relentless
style of play. In Uche
Ikpeazu, they found a
figurehead in attack to get
them up the pitch, while the
directness of Daryl Horgan,
Fred Onyedinma and Garath
McCleary around them
caused chaos in opponents’
defence. However, a lack of
cutting edge saw Wycombe
regularly go empty-headed
despite having chances to
win games.
The key for Wycombe will be
in what they take from this
experience of Championship
football into the season to
come. Signings such as Uche
Ikpeazu and Anis Mehmeti
have injected an ageing
squad with youth. However,
it is vital that Wycombe keep
hold of Gareth Ainsworth
(currently linked with the
Preston North End job),
otherwise, they could be set
for a rebuilding job in order
to implement a new
manager’s ideas, potentially
undoing the work Ainsworth
has done over the nine years
he’s been at the club.
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Team of the Season

Ivan Toney

Teemu Pukki

Brentford

Norwich City

EmilianoBuendia
Norwich City

Harvey Elliott

ArnautDanjuma

Blackburn Rovers

Bournemouth

Alex Mowatt
Callum Styles

Barnsley

Connor Roberts

Barnsley

Swansea City

Ben Gibson

Marc Guehi

Norwich City

Swansea City

Seny Dieng
Queens Park Rangers
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Seny Dieng

Queens Park Rangers Pos: GK Apps(Clean Sheets): 42(11)

13

After an impressive loan spell at Doncaster Rovers last season,
Seny Dieng quickly showed his quality at Championship level in
this year. A dominant presence in goal who commands his area
with authority, makes excellent saves and is comfortable on the
ball, Dieng is a goalkeeper with all the attributes to play at the
highest-level. Along with Rob Dickie, Dieng has been essential in
QPR’s turnaround from one of the division’s worst defences last
year into one of the best.

Connor Roberts

23
Marc Guehi

5
Ben Gibson

34

Swansea City

Pos: RB

Apps(Goals): 46(5)

A key element of Swansea City’s excellent campaign has been
reliably brilliant wing-back play from both Connor Roberts on the
right and his team-mate, Jake Bidwell, on the left. Strong
defensively, solid in possession, Connor Roberts has been a huge
creative and goalscoring threat for Swansea City down their right
flank. In a side with perhaps not as many creative options as the
other promotion chasers, Roberts’ ability to step up with quality
on the right of the pitch has been an essential outlet for his side.

Swansea City Pos: CB

Apps(Goals): 40(0)

After a tough start to life at Swansea City, Marc Guehi’s class has
shone through this season. Quick, intelligent positionally, and
with imposing upper body strength, Guehi is very difficult to get
past for opposing strikers. A calm and composed presence in
defence, Guehi has helped establish a mean defensive unit at
Swansea City, which has allowed the team to win a lot of tight
games. On loan from Chelsea, Guehi looks set to play top-flight
football next season – with or without Swansea City.

Norwich City Pos: CB

Apps(Goals): 27(0)

A key piece of business for Norwich City last summer in
attempting to rectify their defensive shortcomings over recent
seasons, Gibson has provided his side with an authority at the
back. A rock and a leader in defence, Gibson’s excellent form for
Norwich has reminded everyone of his quality after a few years on
the sidelines at Burnley. Set to sign permanently this summer,
Gibson is one of the biggest reasons to believe Norwich have a
better chance of staying in the Premier League than two years ago.
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Callum Styles

4
Alex Mowatt

27
Arnaut Danjuma

10
Harvey Elliott

16

Barnsley

Pos: LB/CM

Apps(Goals): 42(4)

An energetic box-to-box midfielder, Callum Styles was made a
makeshift left wing-back earlier in the season and has since made
the position his own. Styles’ combination of relentless energy and
quality in possession has proved an asset down the left for
Barnsley, helping stretch opponents in tandem with the more
refined Callum Brittain on the right. At 21 years old, Styles has
developed rapidly over the past 18 months and is a player
Barnsley will fear losing if they don’t win promotion through the
play-offs.
Barnsley

Pos: CM

Apps(Goals): 44(8)

An integral element of a Barnsley side that have been this season’s
surprise package, Mowatt’s intelligence and leadership has been
vital in steering a young side to a top six finish. While Mowatt
isn’t someone who necessarily stands out either physically or
technically, his composure and ability to read the game has
provided an intense and frantic Barnsley side with an important
calm head in the middle of the chaos. Additionally, his set-piece
delivery has been a key element of Barnsley’s attacking threat.

Bournemouth

Pos: W

Apps(Goals): 33(15)

The Dutch international had endured a frustrating first season as
a bit-part player in a relegated Bournemouth side, however,
Arnaut Danjuma has comprehensively proven why this season he
was identified by Eddie Howe as a key element of an attempted
rebuild of a Premier League side. It’s not just Danjuma’s pace and
skill that stands out, but his drive and determination that provides
a devastating end product to his natural talents. Clearly someone
who should have never been playing in the Championship,
whether with Bournemouth or not, he won’t be next year.

Blackburn Rovers

Pos: W

Apps(Goals): 41(7)

It was surprising to see Liverpool loan out Harvey Elliott last
summer after some decent performances for the then Premier
League champions. It underlines the trust top-flight clubs have in
Tony Mowbray’s ability to develop youngsters that Elliott wound
up at Blackburn Rovers, which has seen the 18 year-old
demonstrate why he has a big reputation. A skilful wide player, it
is Elliott’s intelligent use of the ball that marks him out for a big
future. A key source of Adam Armstrong’s excellent goalscoring
form, Elliott could well have a role to play at Liverpool next year.
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Emiliano Buendia

17
Teemu Pukki

22
Ivan Toney

17

Norwich City

Pos: AM/W Apps(Goals): 39(15)

Having been one of the most creative players in the Premier
League last year, Buendia is yet another player in the category of
‘should never have been playing at this level’ and he has proven
why this season. The Argentine’s game is as much about his
energy levels without the ball as it is his quality with it. Buendia is
a key element of Norwich’s pressing game, sniffing out
opportunities to catch teams in transition and possessing the
speed of thought to convert them into goals. A player who
probably wouldn’t be out of place at a Champions League side.
Norwich City

Pos: ST

Apps(Goals): 41(26)

The Finn, Pukki, had endured a slump in form over the second
half of last season and took a little while to get going back in the
Championship but he has shown again why he is one of the best
strikers to have operated at this level in recent years. An
incredibly hard-working striker who, like Buendia, is essential to
Norwich City’s pressing game, Pukki would be invaluable to his
team even if he didn’t score as many goals as he did. With his
confidence restored, Pukki is in the best place possible to prove his
quality at the highest level next season.
Brentford

Pos: ST

Apps(Goals): 45(31)

The signing of Ivan Toney from Peterborough United last summer
for Brentford looked as sure a bet as any to replace the outgoing
Ollie Watkins in the London side’s attack. A physical, skilful, and
intensely competitive presence in attack, there was a good chance
that Toney, playing in front of an excellent creative unit at
Brentford, could outstrip Watkins’ goalscoring achievements from
last season, which proved to be the case. With 31 goals to his
name, Toney has been of the best ever Championship strikers and
may be hard to keep hold of, even if Brentford go up.
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31
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 104(0)
Appearances: 1(0)
Starts: 1(0)
Clean Sheets: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Tom Billson
Position: GK
Age: 20
At Club Since: N/A (Academy Product)

Made his debut this
season in the League Cup
against Gillingham and
looked fairly comfortable.
Nonetheless, the signing
of Lee Camp when Marko
Marosi picked up an
injury in November
demonstrated that Tom
Billson was seen as not
quite ready to step into
the team in an emergency
situation.

Whether Billson can
eventually make the stepup to the first-team
remains to be seen. It
seems unlikely that he
will be given the
opportunity any time
soon, with two senior
goalkeepers ahead of him
and the possibility of
further recruitment in
goal over the summer.

Having been a regular
part of the under-23 side
this season, Billson will
probably look back at this
year as one of quiet
progress. His next step is
likely to be to try and find
a decent loan somewhere
next season, in order to
get used to regular senior
football. The presence of
other young keepers in
the youth-teams should
mean that Billson won’t
have to be held back in
order to prevent the
under-23 side being left
short in goal.
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22
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 0(0)
Appearances: 0(0)
Starts: 0(0)
Clean Sheets: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Lee Camp
Position: GK
Age: 36
At Club Since: November 2020

Brought in as an
emergency signing
following an injury to
Marko Marosi back in
November, Lee Camp
never got onto the pitch
for Coventry City.

goalkeeper that he has
now become.

An experienced
goalkeeper at
Championship-level,
capable of a fair few
gaffes, how different the
season would have gone
had Camp been
parachuted into the team
instead of Ben Wilson is
impossible to tell.
Reportedly a helpful
presence in training for
the other goalkeepers,
Camp at least appears to
have made some impact
on the campaign.
Ending the season at
Swindon Town, who were
relegated from League
One, Camp is clearly in
the final stages of his
career. He may well retire
this summer or stick
around for another year
as the freelance
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1
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 2,060(1,963)
Appearances: 21(20)
Starts: 21(20)
Clean Sheets: 5(4)

Position Map
(This Season)

Marko Maroši
Position: GK
Age: 27
At Club Since: Summer 2019

Having been a key
element of our strong
defensive record on our
way to promotion last
season, it has been a
difficult campaign for
Marko Marosi.
With the defence more
exposed due to the step up
in quality, Marosi has
been given much more
work to do, with a
significant weakness in
his game exposed,
claiming crosses. Any
chance to work on the
deficiencies in his game
was put paid to via a
nasty facial injury picked
up in November.
While there were some
doubts around Marosi’s
all-round ability last
season, the extent to
which he has struggled
this season has been
surprising. Having looked
a pretty reliable shotstopper last year, the
number of soft goals that
the has let in has been
disappointing.

As much as there are
mitigating factors in
Marosi’s performances
this season – such as the
injury and having
arguably been let down by
the defenders in front of
him – it would be a bold
call from Mark Robins to
back Marosi to return as
number one in goal next
season. At 27 years old,
Marosi isn’t particularly
young – even for a
goalkeeper – which makes
it harder to believe he can
learn from the mistakes
he has made this year.
With a year remaining on
his contract, finding a
club willing to pay for
Marosi this summer could
be a challenge. It’s
possible that could lead to
an opportunity to prove
himself next year, but Ben
Wilson’s run in the side in
the final weeks of the
campaign suggests that
Mark Robins’ mind is
made up on Marosi.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 2,646(2,549)
Appearances: 28(27)
Starts: 27(26)
Clean Sheets: 10(10)

Position Map
(This Season)

Ben Wilson
Position: GK
Age: 28
At Club Since: Summer 2019

Having had fewer than 50
games of league football
under his belt – a large
chunk of which came in
the National League North
– heading into the season,
to have played over 25
games in the
Championship will go
down as the biggest
achievement in Ben
Wilson’s career thus far.
While Wilson hasn’t
looked the most
convincing of presences in
goal, he will be
remembered for stepping
in at key junctures of the
campaign, helping the
team to some important
points on the road to
survival. From that initial
defensively-solid run
around December that
pulled the team away
from danger, to his role in
the three straight wins
towards the end of the
campaign that ensured
survival, Wilson has been
one of the heroes of this
team this season.

Despite surpassing
expectations this year, it
seems clear that he will
not be the first-choice in
goal moving forward.
While he is better than
Marosi in commanding
his area, Wilson has still
looked shaky at times,
costing the team a few
points from fumbling at
crosses. While he has
made some fantastic saves
over the course of the
season, Wilson doesn’t
look to be an outstanding
shot-stopper. Wilson has
had a good season, for a
back-up goalkeeper.
Even if he is unlikely to be
the number one
goalkeeper next season,
Wilson has proved that he
can step into the team if
and when required. That
was something that
looked to be in doubt as
recently as six months
ago. Wilson has done his
job this season, but now is
the time to seek an
improvement in goal.
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23
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 2,217(2,130)
Appearances: 29(28)
Starts: 26(25)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Fankaty Dabo
Position: RB
Age: 25
At Club Since: Summer 2019

Fankaty Dabo was one of
the players from the
promotion-winning side
that most were confident
could easily make the step
up to the Championship.
In an injury-hit season,
Dabo has just about
proved that the
confidence in his ability
was justified.
There have been moments
during this season where
Dabo has looked capable
of being one of the better
players in his position in
the division. The right
wing-back’s game is not
just about his skill and
pace, but he plays with a
level of both intelligence
and determination that
makes his natural talents
particularly effective.
The biggest issue that
Dabo has faced this
season is that he has
spent much of it either
injured or recovering
from injury. He hasn’t had
many opportunities to
demonstrate what he is
capable of at full steam,

having made such a
difference to the dynamic
of the side when he has
been at his top level.
In a team struggling for
width and creativity, a
fully-fit Fankaty Dabo
could really have stood
out for the Sky Blues this
season. The combination
of a lack of Dabo and
having to try out
makeshift or not fully-fit
players in his stead goes
some way to explaining
the lack of fluency in
attack from this Coventry
City side.
Having signed a new
contract early into the
season, fans can look
forward to enjoying what
will hopefully be a fully-fit
and unleashed Fankaty
Dabo next year. If Dabo’s
fitness can be ensured,
there may have a player
on the club’s books that it
would otherwise not been
able to keep if he’d
enjoyed a full season in
the Championship at his
peak.
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29
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,119(1,022)
Appearances: 19(18)
Starts: 11(10)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Julien Dacosta
Position: RB
Age: 24
At Club Since: Summer 2020

Brought in as back-up for
the firm first-choice,
Fankaty Dabo, at right
wing-back, an injury in
pre-season meant that
Julien Dacosta missed the
majority of the first half of
the campaign.
It has been a mixed
season for Dacosta since
he’s been able to play
regularly. At his best,
Dacosta’s physicality, pace
and eye for a cross has
provided a useful outlet
for the team at right
wing-back in the absence
of Fankaty Dabo. At his
worst, Dacosta has been a
hindrance for the team
both with and without the
ball, seeming to lack a
level of focus to his game.
Just how much Dacosta’s
fitness issues and seeming
lack of command of the
English language plays a
role in his struggles is
hard to tell from the
outside. While he has
shown a degree of
promise, it’s hard to see
him keeping Fankaty

Dabo out of the side on
merit, as things stand.
For a club at the lower
end of the division,
Dacosta is probably about
as good as could be hoped
for in a back-up rightback. With a little more
work on his game, he
could probably go on to be
a decent player for this
level, but he is currently
not quite of the standard
to command a regular
starting place.
At the very least, having
Dacosta in the squad
lessens some of Mark
Robins’ workload in the
transfer market over the
summer. A full pre-season
is likely to help Dacosta
improve his fitness levels
and work on his game.
There are some decent
raw materials with
Dacosta, it is up to both
him and the manager to
harness them correctly.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,571(1,475)
Appearances: 20(19)
Starts: 16(15)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 1(1)

Position Map
(This Season)

Ryan Giles
Position: LB/W
Age: 21
At Club Since: Summer 2020 (Loan)

The decision to freeze
Ryan Giles out of the side,
allowing him to go to
relegation rivals,
Rotherham United,
threatened to be a fatal
mistake made by Mark
Robins.
The Wolves loanee made a
big impact at the start of
the season – having
returned to the club after
a 12-minute loan spell last
season. Direct and pacey,
Giles afforded the team a
consistent ball-carrying
outlet down the left side
of the pitch.
Questions were asked of
Giles’ defensive ability,
but he generally held his
own. However, Sam
McCallum was ultimately
preferred by Mark Robins
in the left wing-back
position after the
November international
break when there was a
concerted move to
improving the defensive
stability of the team.

After losing his starting
place at left wing-back,
Giles made a handful of
appearances – mostly in
an advanced position –
but was unable to reclaim
his place in the side.
Giles’ departure not only
robbed the team of an
alternative to Sam
McCallum at left wingback, but of one of its few
genuinely pacey players.
Posing more of a counterattacking threat could
have been useful in a
number of games over the
second half of the
campaign where the team
lacked the ability to move
from defence into attack.
While results back up
Robins’ decision to take
Giles out of the side, it is
still a regret that the
manager wasn’t able to
harness a potential
difference-maker in Giles.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 104(0)
Appearances: 1(0)
Starts: 1(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 1(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Brandon Mason
Position: LB
Age: 23
At Club Since: Summer 2018

It feels a long time since
Brandon Mason started
the 2019/20 season in
excellent form and signed
a new three-year contract.
Now, it seems unlikely
that he’ll feature again for
the club.
Sent out on loan to
Scottish Premiership side,
Saint Mirren, Mason has
struggled to get into the
team regularly, often
featuring in a left-midfield
position.
It will have done little to
convince Mark Robins
that Mason is worth reintegrating into the team
next season, even if there
is a vacant berth at left
wing-back to fill.

would keep Mason far
down the pecking order.
It would be a shame to see
a player who showed a lot
of promise not too long
ago frozen out of the team
through little fault of his
own. However, it
underlines just how
uncompromising Mark
Robins’ can be in his
squad-building, which has
been a key reason why
Coventry City has
progressed from League
Two to the Championship
so quickly.

While it isn’t known at
just what standard
Scottish youngster, Josh
Reid, is at heading into
next year, it seems more
likely than not that Mark
Robins will look to recruit
at least one more option
at left wing-back, which
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 3,736(3,639)
Appearances: 42(41)
Starts: 38(37)
Goals: 1(1)
Assists: 2(2)

Position Map
(This Season)

Sam McCallum
Position: LB/RB
Age: 20
At Club Since: Summer 2018 (Loan)

A multi-million pound
sale to the Premier League
18 months ago, just where
Sam McCallum’s future
lays next season remains
to be seen.
It is starting to look like
McCallum was signed
almost as an afterthought
by Norwich City back in
January of 2020. The plan
appeared to be for
McCallum to inherit Jamal
Lewis’ place at the
Canaries, however,
McCallum was made
available for loan last
summer despite Lewis’
departure.
Despite Ryan Giles
starting the season so well
at left wing-back, Mark
Robins was only too keen
to bring McCallum back to
the club. Initially playing
at right wing-back,
McCallum soon took Giles’
place in the side in a
similar manner to how he
overtook Brandon Mason
a year before.

It has been a difficult
campaign for McCallum,
where he has struggled on
more than a few occasions
against more skilful
wingers without
delivering much of an end
product going forward.
However, he hasn’t looked
out of place in the
Championship and
McCallum’s long throwins became a vital part of
the team’s late run to
survival.
It is set to be an
interesting summer for
McCallum, with his parent
club, Norwich, both back
in the Premier League and
having recruited a new
left-back in January.
Another loan to the
Championship looks
inevitable, but whether it
is with Coventry City will
depend upon what
Norwich feel is the next
step in his development.
There is a strong feeling
that the last hasn’t been
seen of McCallum in
Coventry City shirt.
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22
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 0(0)
Appearances: 0(0)
Starts: 0(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Josh Reid
Position: LB
Age: 19
At Club Since: January 2021

Signed in January in a
move expedited by Ryan
Giles’ departure from the
club, Josh Reid has
endured a frustrating first
few months at Coventry
City.
After playing regularly for
Scottish Premiership side,
Ross County, Reid picked
up an injury in his first
training session at
Coventry City. That meant
he missed out on his
biggest opportunity to
start for the first-team,
against Norwich City –
with Sam McCallum
ineligible – and was still
getting back up to fitness
by the time the season
came to a close.

impressive pre-season to
break into the side.
With Joe Newton another
impressive young leftback in the under-23 side,
Reid cannot afford to rest
on his laurels as the
presumed second-choice
left-back heading into
next season.
Having played top-flight
football, in Scotland, at a
young age, there is
something about this
attacking young left-back.
However, Mark Robins
appears to have laid a
gauntlet for Reid before
he can expect to challenge
for a starting place in the
side.

With a full pre-season
under his belt, Reid will
feel he is in a better
position to stake a claim
for the first-team.
However, with either a
return for Sam McCallum
or the signing of another
senior left-back likely,
Reid will need a very
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35
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 133(0)
Appearances: 2(0)
Starts: 2(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Declan Drysdale
Position: CB/CM
Age: 21
At Club Since: January 2019

Having impressed at
under-23 level and looked
okay in the couple of firstteam appearances that he
made last season, a loan
felt like the next natural
step for Declan Drysdale’s
progression.
The move to Gillingham
last summer was probably
the wrong club at the
wrong time. Not only did
Gillingham’s style under
Steve Evans mean that
Drysdale was shunted into
a central midfield role he
had never played before,
but he probably wasn’t yet
up to the standard of
League One football, soon
finding himself out of
selection contention
entirely.
A second loan in League
Two with Cambridge
United started off
promisingly enough,
earning the ‘English Pirlo’
moniker after his first
appearances for his
quality on the ball.

However, he struggled to
nail down a starting place
for Cambridge, finding
himself in and out of the
side as they chased
promotion from League
Two.
Having looked close to
breaking into the firstteam a year ago, Drysdale
has a lot of work to do to
be part of the squad
heading into next season.
Finding the right loan
next season – likely at
League Two level – could
be crucial for Declan
Drysdale’s career. An
elegant ball-playing
centre-back, regular
football would enable
Drysdale to hone his craft
as a defender. Perhaps a
little too slow and naïve,
playing regular football
next season will be vital in
helping Drysdale learn
from mistakes and iron
out the weaknesses in his
game.
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15
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 4,404(4,210)
Appearances: 45(43)
Starts: 45(43)
Goals: 3(3)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Dominic Hyam
Position: CB
Age: 25
At Club Since: Summer 2017

For the first few months
of the season, Dominic
Hyam looked to have
taken the step up to the
Championship in his
stride.

As the season wore on,
Hyam shook off that poor
spell but never quite got
back to that standard that
he had set himself earlier
in the campaign.

A calm presence in
defence, Hyam’s
positional discipline,
timing in the challenge
and general composure
saw him cope quite well
against a higher standard
of opponent.

In a season where the
team’s defensive efforts
overall have been pretty
poor, it shouldn’t be too
surprising that even one
of its better defenders has
struggled at times. Those
performances earlier in
the season showed that
Hyam has the ability to be
a solid defender at
Championship level, it’s
about whether he can get
back up to that standard.

However, once Hyam was
caught out on one or two
occasions around
December – with his
battle with Derby
County’s Colin KazimRichards the first that
comes to mind – the aura
of composure around
Hyam seemed to fade.
Suddenly, Hyam looked
like the panicky and
error-prone defender that
he had appeared to be in
League Two, having
seemingly lost faith in his
ability to be in the right
place at the right time.

Given the bigger doubts
surrounding our other
centre-backs, Hyam seems
an important player to
keep around next year as
the team looks to build
towards mid-table in the
Championship. Hyam will
have a point to prove next
season, but he remains
one of the more reliable
performers in the squad.
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5
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 3,774(3,580)
Appearances: 40(38)
Starts: 39(37)
Goals: 2(2)
Assists: 1(1)

Position Map
(This Season)

Kyle McFadzean
Position: CB
Age: 34
At Club Since: Summer 2019

As someone who has cost
the team more goals over
the past two seasons than,
arguably, anyone else,
Kyle McFadzean is a
surprisingly important
player for this Coventry
City side.

become a little more
direct and defend a little
deeper. When that has
been done, McFadzean
has been a dominant
leadership figure that
spreads authority across
the back-line.

An experienced, physical
defender with strong
aerial prowess, the
defence has tended to look
weaker without
McFadzean – in spite of
those costly mistakes he
regularly makes.

Ideally, the team would
have evolved beyond
McFadzean at some point
over the past two years.
However, it never seems
to go well over the longterm whenever it has
been attempted to
extricate McFadzean from
the heart of the defence.

Most of McFadzean’s
errors seem to be borne of
trying to be a kind of
player that he isn’t. The
mistakes tend to fall into
two categories – the first
are from attempting to
play passes he is incapable
of, the second come from
mistiming challenges as a
result of overestimating
his pace.
It means that to utilise
McFadzean to the best of
his abilities, the team has
to adapt their strategy and

If Mark Robins does
decide that Kyle
McFadzean’s time at
Coventry City is up this
summer, finding someone
who can not only replace
the physical qualities he
brings to the defence but
the intangible, leadership
ones will be essential.
Given how hard the latter
can be to find, it seems
likely that McFadzean will
be given one more year.
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2
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 3,501(3,404)
Appearances: 40(39)
Starts: 36(35)
Goals: 2(2)
Assists: 2(2)

Position Map
(This Season)

Leo Østigård
Position: CB
Age: 21
At Club Since: Summer 2020 (Loan)

There’s a lot to like about
Leo Ostigard. Competitive,
technically-adroit and
someone who wears his
heart on his sleeve,
Ostigard looks set for a
bright future in the game.
For all his talents,
Ostigard isn’t yet the
finished product. His
biggest weakness is being
over-eager, committing
himself into challenges
and leaving space behind
him when it would be
more sensible to stand
opponents up, but there
are he has all the
ingredients of a very
good, modern centreback.
Powerful in the air, with a
better finishing, Ostigard
could have ended up as
the team’s top-scorer this
season from the number
of set-pieces that seemed
magnetically attracted to
his head at the back post.
Even if he didn’t quite
score the number of goals
he could have, Ostigard’s
presence in the opposition

penalty area gave a team
that struggled to create in
open play another key
way of threatening the
opposing goal.
Just how good Ostigard
can be is up to how hard
he is willing to work at
rounding off his game.
Aggressive, mobile, and
good on the ball, he has
the ability to play at a
high level but that may
require him to develop a
cooler head over time.
Whether his immediate
future is with Coventry
City remains to be seen. If
he doesn’t stay at
Brighton, Ostigard has
probably done enough to
draw interest from bigger
clubs.
Nonetheless, Ostigard will
go down as one of the
most memorable Coventry
City loanees in recent
years. A big achievement
for someone who may
never play in front of
Coventry City fans.
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16
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 862(785)
Appearances: 18(17)
Starts: 7(6)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Josh Pask
Position: CB/RB
Age: 23
At Club Since: Summer 2019

It feels as if it’s never
quite going to happen at
Coventry City for Josh
Pask.
Recruited two years ago
as cover at right-back for
Fankaty Dabo, he missed
much of the promotion
campaign through injury
and saw the season
curtailed almost at the
exact point where he was
set to challenge for a
starting place in the side.
Promotion to the
Championship probably
wasn’t ideal for Pask’s
prospects of forcing his
way into the team. As a
natural centre-back, he
has struggled to offer the
team much either
defensively or going
forward at right-back. At
centre-back, Pask has
been down the pecking
order and has made little
impression on the few
occasions he’s played
there.

willingness to play
different roles for the
team when called upon,
Pask is at a stage of his
career where he really
needs to play regular
football and it doesn’t look
like he’ll ever get it at
Coventry City.
With another year left on
his contract, Pask is one of
a number of players who
may well be kept around
the squad as useful backup instead of getting the
permanent move away
that he probably needs.
While it doesn’t look as if
Pask yet has the quality to
play regularly in the
Championship, all it may
take is a bit of luck and
one good run in the side
to transform his career.

Clearly someone with a
good attitude in his
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,433(1,329)
Appearances: 18(17)
Starts: 16(15)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 1(1)

Position Map
(This Season)

Michael Rose
Position: CB
Age: 25
At Club Since: Summer 2019

From injury issues to
some calamitous
mistakes, it has been a
nightmare season for
Michael Rose.
Just how much the former
has induced the latter is
hard to tell, but, having
been someone who looked
set to take the step up to
the Championship in his
stride, Rose enters next
season with plenty to
prove.
Rose’s biggest issue in
dealing with
Championship forwards
seems to be a lack of pace
that leaves him exposed in
one-against-one
situations. While that may
well be an impact of the
injury issues he has faced
over the past year, there
were a few occasions in
League One where similar
shortcomings were
exposed.

fit Michael Rose could
prove to an asset for the
team next year. Rose’s
biggest strength is his
composure and use of the
ball, showing on a few
occasions that he can help
get the team on the front
foot by picking smart
passes and stepping into
midfield. An issue has
been that the team has
been so often under the
cosh, that Rose’s strongest
qualities haven’t been of
value.
Michael Rose faces an
important pre-season in
looking to regain both
fitness and confidence in
his ability. He is likely to
face competition to get
back into the side from
potential summer
signings, but Rose should
get the chance next year
to prove that this season
was an aberrance and not
a reflection of his ability.

However, there have been
more than a few
performances this season
that suggested that a fully
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 155(51)
Appearances: 3(2)
Starts: 1(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Jordon Thompson
Position: CB/RB
Age: 22
At Club Since: N/A (Academy Product)

Having briefly broken into
the first-team three years
ago, Jordon Thompson fell
behind both Morgan
Williams and Declan
Drysdale in the pecking
order at under-23 level.
To have made two
appearances at
Championship level –
albeit in enforced
circumstances –
represents a positive
season for Jordon
Thompson.
Coming late-on in two
three-goal away defeats –
against Reading and
Bournemouth –
Thompson had little
opportunity to show what
he may be capable of.
However, it is a testament
to the player’s patience
and attitude that he was
the defender that Mark
Robins called upon in an
emergency.

moving to a decent club
from where he can begin
his career in earnest.
Having had a couple of
pretty solid loan spells at
National League level, that
is probably where Jordon
Thompson will begin the
next chapter of his career.
As a tall and fairly quick
defender, he should be
able to carve out a decent
career for himself around
that level and may be
capable of then pushing
higher.

With his contract up in
the summer, those two
appearances at a relatively
high level may well
enhance his prospects of
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,541(1,444)
Appearances: 23(22)
Starts: 17(16)
Goals: 1(1)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Jamie Allen
Position: CM/AM
Age: 26
At Club Since: Summer 2019

Jamie Allen looked to be
an important player for
the club when he was
signed two summers ago.
An established performer
at League One level, a
niggly injury problem
over the first half of his
first season at the club
meant that Allen was only
just getting up to speed by
the time the season was
curtailed.
A tireless runner without
the ball who consistently
made useful driving runs
into the opposing penalty
area, Allen looked set to
play a useful role for the
team this season in either
the advanced role that he
had played last year or in
a deeper one where he
had spent most of his
career.
However, it was apparent
pretty quickly that Allen
maybe lacked the
technical ability to make
an impact at
Championship level. Allen
never seemed to have

much time on the ball and
either gave it away or was
forced into playing safe
passes that stymied the
team’s attacking
momentum.
For much of the
campaign, Allen has
looked surplus to
requirements with other
players seemingly capable
of doing what he can do
better. His work-rate has
occasionally been useful
off the bench to help see
out wins, but those
opportunities have been
few and far between.
Heading into the summer,
Allen looks like someone
on the way out of the club
and will likely have a
market for his services in
League One. The slight
regret with his likely
departure is that Allen’s
best was never quite seen
in a Sky Blues shirt, but
the club is in a place
where there are better
players in his position
with even better that
could be recruited.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 119(102)
Appearances: 3(2)
Starts: 0(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Jack Burroughs
Position: CM/W/RB
Age: 20
At Club Since: N/A (Academy Product)

Making his league debut
towards the end of this
season, Jack Burroughs is
a versatile young player
that appears to have won
the affection of Mark
Robins.
Having played
predominantly as a
central midfielder earlier
in his career, Burroughs –
whose younger brother,
George, is also on the
club’s books – had
appeared to have
developed into a winger,
before being pushed to
right-back to help plug a
gap for the under-23 side.
While having been pulled
around in different
directions may not be
helpful in the
development of a young
player, it appears to have
given Jack Burroughs a
versatile skill-set and a
tactical understanding
that Mark Robins likes.
Involved with the firstteam over pre-season,
Burroughs trained with
the first-team squad in

the final months of the
campaign, before making
his first two league
appearances for the club.
Burroughs has looked a
raw talent at right wingback. Although he has
shown some nice touches,
he hasn’t looked
completely comfortable in
his defensive duties. Most
notably, a poor headed
clearance from Burroughs
against Huddersfield
Town cost the team a
goal, but, overall, he can
be relatively pleased with
his first league
appearances for Coventry
City.
As much as young players
can make big leaps over
pre-season, with Fankaty
Dabo, Julien Dacosta, and
even Josh Eccles, ahead of
Burroughs at right wingback, there doesn’t appear
an opening for him
currently in the first-team
squad. However, having
the manager’s backing
may help Burroughs to
further opportunities.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 517(397)
Appearances: 9(7)
Starts: 3(2)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Josh Eccles
Position: CM/RB
Age: 21
At Club Since: N/A (Academy Product)

After a few first-team
appearances last season,
Josh Eccles appeared to
have developed rapidly in
pre-season with a few
really impressive
performances which set
up a productive campaign
for the youngster.
Competition for places in
central midfield meant
that Eccles was unlikely to
get the chance to play a
role for the first-team this
season. Instead, he went
out on loan in League One
with Gillingham and put
in a few impressive
showings but was never
quite able to work his way
into the regular starting
line-up under Steve
Evans.
There had been talk of
sending Eccles back out
on loan after he returned
in January, but he was
instead kept around the
squad over the second half
of the campaign and
eventually got an
opportunity to start for

the first-team – mainly at
right wing-back.
As well as Eccles’ played
in that position,
demonstrating his
intelligent use of the ball,
it’s clearly not where his
long-term future lays.
However, it showed he
can hold his own at
Championship level and
puts himself in the
conversation for a firstteam role, possibly even a
starting one, next season.
The only missing element
from his game at the
moment is an ability to
impose himself physically
on games, but the
technical ability appears
to be there in abundance.
It is going to be difficult
for Eccles to force his way
into the team next season,
but he looks to have all
the hallmarks of someone
who could make a name
for himself very quickly if
given a run of starts.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 3,400(3,253)
Appearances: 44(42)
Starts: 38(36)
Goals: 5(5)
Assists: 3(3)

Position Map
(This Season)

Gustavo Hamer
Position: CM
Age: 23
At Club Since: Summer 2020

The big summer signing,
Gustavo Hamer has
mostly lived up to the
billing, supplying the
team with a touch of
quality and drive in the
middle of the pitch that it
otherwise didn’t have.
Hamer’s first few
appearances for the club
were dogged by a lack of
control that saw him pick
up needless bookings and
gave away a lot of
dangerous set-pieces.
After getting sent-off
against Bournemouth in
early October, Hamer
became smarter, which
allowed his ability to come
to the fore, without
completely removing the
competitive streak from
his game.
A player who constantly
wants to be on the ball
Hamer’s quality was a
driving force for this team
when he was at his very
best. Capable of winning
the ball, spraying
possession around
accurately, as well as

getting forward and
scoring goals, Hamer is,
more-or-less, the
complete package for a
central midfield player.
However, Hamer’s form
seriously waned as the
season progressed, seeing
him dropped from the
side for key fixtures in the
team’s relegation battle.
Only 23 years old and in
his first season of English
football in a congested
calendar, it is
understandable why he
appeared to become
mentally fatigued, but it
will leave him with a
point to prove next
season.
Despite that dip in form,
there will be interest in
his services for his
exploits this season.
Hamer is the kind of
player who makes the
return of fans to grounds
next season all the more
exciting, it would be a
shame if Sky Blues fans
never saw him in the
flesh.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,974(1,948)
Appearances: 24(23)
Starts: 19(19)
Goals: 3(3)
Assists: 3(3)

Position Map
(This Season)

Matty James
Position: CM
Age: 29
At Club Since: January 2021 (Loan)

Signed to cover for an
injury to Liam Kelly,
Matty James was not a
like-for-like replacement
for the club captain but
provided a similar
steering presence in
midfield that helped the
team to survival.
While Kelly is a sturdy,
physical defensive
midfield presence, James
is a more forwardthinking midfield player
who leads through his
composure and
intelligence on the ball.
That meant that James
struggled when asked to
be the team’s most
defensive midfield player
but improved once Kelly
was there to reduce
James’ burden out of
possession.
Having looked a decent,
tidy midfield player in his
first ten or so appearances
for the club, James really
stepped things up in the
run-in. Paired with Liam
Kelly, James was the calm
head in the middle of the

park that prevented
pressure building and got
the team on the front foot.
Out of contract at
Leicester City this
summer, the permanent
signing of Matty James
feels like a large piece of
low-hanging fruit
dangling in front of the
club.
While James’ injury
struggles in recent years
have to be kept in mind,
the key to getting the best
out of him if he does sign
will be in finding the right
midfield partner for him.
James could be important
in the team’s progression
next season but, he is not
someone who can do
everything on his own.
James looks set to be an
important player for this
team for years to come,
even if he hasn’t actually
signed for the club yet.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,767(1,737)
Appearances: 24(23)
Starts: 21(21)
Goals: 2(2)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Liam Kelly
Position: CM
Age: 31
At Club Since: Summer 2017

Liam Kelly remains an
influential figure at the
club, with his importance
only having been
enhanced this season.
In a young team lacking
physicality and an
element of nous, Liam
Kelly has been vital in
providing a steadying
presence in the middle of
the pitch. The midfielder’s
absences this season have
been felt, coinciding with
many of the team’s poorer
runs of form.
On a technical level, Kelly
hasn’t looked completely
at home in the
Championship. The extra
pace and intensity with
which the game is played
at this level has seen him
struggle to settle in
possession. A little too
often this season, Kelly
has played aimless balls
forward instead of
smarter, shorter passes.

beginning of the end for
Kelly at Coventry City, he
has gone on to prove that
his physical and calming
presence in midfield is
still been required.
With his contract up in
the summer, Kelly is still
an important figure at the
club to retain. It is likely
though that he is a player
that Mark Robins will look
to evolve the team beyond
over the coming year or
so.
Kelly currently has a niche
in the side due to being a
point of difference from
the younger, more
technical, players in this
squad. If he wants to
remain an important
player, he may well need
to make himself less
different.

While the mid-season
arrival of Matty James
could have signalled the
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 2,172(1,997)
Appearances: 32(30)
Starts: 23(21)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 1(1)

Position Map
(This Season)

Ben Sheaf
Position: CM
Age: 23
At Club Since: Summer 2020 (Loan)

Signed after an extended
chase over the summer,
Ben Sheaf has only
occasionally shown why
the club put such a big
effort into bringing him
in.
A technically-adept
midfield player who can
keep the team playing at a
good tempo when he’s on
top form, one of Sheaf’s
key issues is a seeming
lack of concentration. Too
often, Sheaf has been
lackadaisical with and
without the ball in front of
the penalty area, which
has put the defence under
pressure and cost the
team a fair few goals and
points.
With Gustavo Hamer in
the team to provide the
quality in possession and
Liam Kelly and Matty
James there to provide the
composure in the centre
of the park, over the
course of the season,
Sheaf has looked
increasingly redundant –
Josh Eccles’ emergence

only makes it seem even
more so.
Sheaf’s relatively young
age and lack of experience
of Championship football
are mitigating factors,
however, it is looking
increasingly like the club
will not sign him on a
permanent deal, despite
Mark Robins having once
said that his signing was
‘obligated’.
If Sheaf doesn’t return to
the Sky Blues next year
there will be an element
of regret that, with the
right coaching and
application from the
player, he could prove to
be a good player at
Championship level.
However, not having to
sign him frees the club up
to focus recruitment on
more impactful areas for
next season.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,626(1,478)
Appearances: 29(27)
Starts: 17(15)
Goals: 3(3)
Assists: 1(1)

Position Map
(This Season)

Jordan Shipley
Position: CM/AM/W/LB
Age: 22
At Club Since: N/A (Academy Product)

A player who has always
had a habit of stepping up
with key contributions
when questions had been
asked over his
performances, Jordan
Shipley has faced similar
questions this season but
has struggled to find the
answers.
In Leagues One & Two,
the inherent sloppiness in
Jordan Shipley’s game
could be tolerated due to
his ability to produce
goals or assists at
important moments. At
Championship level,
Shipley’s sloppiness has
made him too often a
peripheral figure in games
and unable to get in
positions in which to
affect the outcome of
matches.
Shipley has had plenty of
chances this season but
has rarely demonstrated
his impact in this division.
At his best, that ability to
get make runs from
midfield into the penalty
area has been useful in a

team that has otherwise
been timid with midfield
runners. However,
Shipley has more often
than not disappointed
with his overall impact.
Perhaps it hasn’t helped
Shipley that he’s rarely
ever had a run in the team
in his preferred central
midfield position, which
could have helped him
develop a level of
consistency in his
performances. However,
it has looked for periods
of this campaign that he
may not be up to
Championship standard.
Aided by two goals in his
final two games, Shipley
looks set for another crack
at proving his quality in
this division. If he can
learn from the mistakes
he’s made this season,
Shipley could be a useful
source of goals from
midfield.
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Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 0(0)
Appearances: 0(0)
Starts: 0(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Marcel Hilßner
Position: AM/W/CM
Age: 26
At Club Since: Summer 2020

Having played most his
career at third-tier level in
Germany, Marcel Hilssner
looked to be a bit of a
punt taken by the club last
summer.
In mid-20s, Hilssner isn’t
young enough to have
been signed as a
development player, he
was brought in to make
an impact at
Championship level and
ended it out of favour in
League Two, with Oldham
Athletic.
Neither the club nor
Hilssner can be entirely
blamed for his struggles
this season. Picking up a
form of asthma soon after
signing for the club, it
meant that Hilssner spent
much of the summer
attempting to build up his
fitness rather than staking
a claim for a place in the
side.
Hilssner deserves credit
for plugging away in the
background and being
willing to make a loan

move to a level lower than
he would have wanted to
play at in order to make
this move work. Despite
showing some quality
early on in his loan spell
at Oldham, Hilssner
appears to have flattered
to deceive – with his lack
of fitness seemingly a key
issue.
With two years left on his
contract and yet to make
an appearance for the
club, it already looks as if
Hilssner’s time at
Coventry City is up.
Whether it would have
worked out had factors
beyond anyone’s control
not gone against Hilssner
is hard to tell.
Nonetheless, Hilssner is
one of a few players
signed over the past year
or so that have been
endemic of a lack of
ability to add quality,
beyond Callum O’Hare, in
the creative area of the
team.
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11
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 4,064(3,870)
Appearances: 48(46)
Starts: 42(40)
Goals: 3(3)
Assists: 8(8)

Position Map
(This Season)

Callum O’Hare
Position: AM
Age: 23
At Club Since: Summer 2019

After a solid loan spell
with the club at League
One level last season,
Callum O’Hare signed
permanently last summer
amid the expectation that
he could soon go on to be
a top player at
Championship level.
For a young player in
their first full season in
the second-tier in a
struggling side, it has
been a productive
campaign for Callum
O’Hare. Three goals and
eight assists is an
admirable return for a
creative player who has
often been left isolated.
Despite that, decisionmaking remains an issue
for Callum O’Hare. His
ability to fluff easy scoring
chances is well-known,
but the timing and quality
of his passing has left
something to be desired.
One of the most fouled
players in the division, he
has often looked for freekicks due to dithering
when in good positions.

That said, O’Hare
improved massively with
his output over the course
of the season. The decline
in the number of freekicks that he has won for
the team arguably marks
his improvement as much
as his increased number
of assists, underlining a
heightened speed of
thought – even though, it
can still improve.
Allied with his incredible
work-rate, Callum O’Hare
could well be on the verge
of establishing himself as
one of the better players
in his position at
Championship level.
Having already attracted
coverage for his
performances, the club
will likely have to brace
itself for interest in his
services over the summer.
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41
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 109(28)
Appearances: 4(2)
Starts: 1(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Will Bapaga
Position: W/AM
Age: 18
At Club Since: N/A (Academy Product)

Having made a few
appearances for the firstteam over the past two
seasons at a young age,
there is a level of
expectation around Will
Bapaga that he may soon
break into the team more
permanently.
An impressive
performance against
Gillingham in the League
Cup earlier in the season
offered the promise that
maybe Bapaga was closer
to the first-team
reckoning than it had
seemed prior to the start
of the campaign.
However, the youngster
has since had to content
himself largely with
under-23 football and a
few brief appearances
from the bench.
A quick and skilful player
with an eye for a pass,
developing both a level of
physicality and a final
product is what will push
Bapaga from under-23
level into the first-team.

In the brief couple of
appearances in the league
that Bapaga has made, he
has struggled to impose
himself against senior,
Championship-level,
defenders, highlighting
that he still has a way to
go before he can make an
impact for the first-team.
As someone who doesn’t
score or create on a
consistent basis for the
under-23 side, Bapaga is
still to put together a
convincing case for
regular involvement with
the first-team. However,
the fact that he has been
around the squad for
spells over the past two
years indicates that there
is something about
Bapaga that could see him
eventually make the
breakthrough.
Next year still feels a little
too soon to be placing any
level of expectation on
Bapaga becoming a
regular first-team player
for Coventry City.
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10
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 40(40)
Appearances: 3(3)
Starts: 0(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Wesley Jobello
Position: W
Age: 27
At Club Since: Summer 2019

Recovering from a longterm injury at the start of
the campaign, Wesley
Jobello has yet to make a
full return to the team.
Whether it is the lasting
impact of Jobello’s injury
or down to him playing in
a wide position that the
team has largely down
without, Jobello has
become a forgotten man
at Coventry City.
His longest run in the side
over the two years he has
been at the club came on
the right side of a 4-3-3. A
tall, gangly figure, Jobello
was a willing runner who
liked to fire in cross after
cross but seemed to lack
the skill to regularly beat
defenders at League One
level and a level of
composure when through
on goal.
The injury issues are
probably less significant
than the tactical ones. The
most natural position for
him in the current set-up
would be at right wing-

back, where there appears
to be as many as five
players ahead of him in
the queue.
Even if there had been a
role available for him in
the side, it’s hard to be
confident that Jobello
would have been capable
of making much of an
impact at Championship
level.
Along with Gervane
Kastaneer and Marcel
Hilssner, an issue for the
club heading into the
summer is that there are a
few players with a year
left on their contract that
are almost completely
surplus to requirements
and unlikely to have much
interest in their services.
Jobello is probably in a
decent position to find a
new club, but, aside from
an amazing pre-season, it
looks as if he may never
play meaningful football
for the club again.
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7
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 0(0)
Appearances: 0(0)
Starts: 0(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Jodi Jones
Position: W/AM
Age: 23
At Club Since: March 2016

Having been tantalisingly
close to a return in preseason, Jodi Jones suffered
his third ACL injury in the
space of three years
shortly before the start of
the campaign.

without having to burst
past opponents. That is
likely to be important
given that his pace is
likely to be diminished by
the significant injuries he
has sustained.

It is a testament to the
Jones’ inner
determination that he has
continued to work at a
return, despite severe
successive set-backs in his
efforts.

Handing Jones an extra
year to make a return
seems a sensible decision
as it means he doesn’t
have to rush his return
and is someone who may
be able to make an impact
if at full fitness.

Having spent so long out
and having last played
regularly at League Two
level, it is somewhat
understandable why there
are questions as to why
Jones has been kept
around the club, but he
has showed the talent, as
recently as pre-season, to
suggest that if he were
fully-fit he could make an
impact for this team.

It is set to be a crucial
year in Jodi Jones’ career.
Even if he barely features,
going through a full year
without picking up
another set-back would be
an important step
forward. At 23 years old,
Jodi Jones still has most of
his career ahead of him if
he can overcome his
current injury issues.

Although a large part of
Jones’ game had been
built on pace, he has
shown the technical
ability to create openings
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33
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 30(30)
Appearances: 2(2)
Starts: 0(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Gervane Kastaneer
Position: W
Age: 24
At Club Since: Summer 2019

For a while, Gervane
Kastaneer has been a
comedy figure at Coventry
City. However, that joke
has worn off as the
Dutchman has slid into
complete irrelevance at
the club.
A burly and chaotic
presence on the pitch,
Kastaneer’s severe
deficiencies could only
have been accepted if his
output has been reliable.
Kastaneer’s time at the
club will be remembered
for that red card at
Portsmouth last season,
but it has come to an end
because of misses against
Blackpool and Burton
Albion a month later that
suggested his talent didn’t
counter-balance his
baggage.
Having reportedly worked
hard over the summer,
Kastaneer made a couple
of appearances off the
bench during the first half
of the campaign but, as
expected, made little to no
impact when deployed.

A loan spell at Hearts in
the Scottish
Championship over the
second half of the season
has proved disastrous,
with Kastaneer coming in
for intense criticism over
his level of quality and
application. The hope had
been that a loan spell
could have helped the club
move Kastaneer on
permanently over the
summer, but it seems like
it will have only made it
more difficult.
The decision to hand
Gervane Kastaneer a
three-year contract two
summers ago has only
looked worse as that
contract has progressed.
Probably one of the
biggest recruitment
mistakes made recently,
Kastaneer has become a
complete write-off.
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20
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 550(398)
Appearances: 17(14)
Starts: 3(2)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Amadou Bakayoko
Position: ST
Age: 25
At Club Since: Summer 2018

It seemed a curious
decision to hand Amadou
Bakayoko a new contract
after promotion to the
Championship last
summer and the forward
has done little to prove
that decision right.
A hard-working and
deceptively quick forward
whose biggest strength is
in chasing down
defenders, a lack of
intelligence and quality
was apparent in
Bakayoko’s game at
League One level and has
only become more
apparent at Championship
level.
The thinking behind
Bakayoko’s renewal last
summer must have been
that it would save some
work in recruiting a third
or fourth-choice striker
and allow the club to
focus on higher priority
targets. While that was a
reasonable strategy,
Bakayoko has barely
featured and made little
impact when he has.

It’s hard to be too angry at
either Bakayoko’s
performances this season
or the reasoning behind
the decision to keep him
at the club. With Tyler
Walker, Matt Godden,
Maxime Biamou, and,
latterly, Viktor Gyokeres,
ahead of Bakayoko, there
hasn’t been a moment of
the campaign where
there’s been a need to rely
on him.
The raw ingredients are
there for Bakayoko to be a
decent striker at a lower
level, but there are also
the ingredients for
Bakayoko to slowly drift
down the divisions. The
player’s next move is
going to be an important
one, finding the right
manager and applying
himself correctly could
make a huge difference to
Bakayoko’s career
trajectory.
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9
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 3,300(2,200)
Appearances: 36(34)
Starts: 21(20)
Goals: 6(5)
Assists: 2(2)

Position Map
(This Season)

Maxime Biamou
Position: ST
Age: 30
At Club Since: Summer 2017

If there is a ‘trooper of the
year’ award, then Maxime
Biamou deserves to get it.
Seemingly having been
given the option to leave
the club both last summer
and in the 2020 January
transfer window, Biamou
not only chose to fight for
his place but played for a
long spell of this season
with an injury.
While Biamou hasn’t been
the Championship-quality
centre-forward that could
have taken this team away
from danger entirely, he
wasn’t expected to be.
Instead, he put in the hard
yards for the team in the
attack during some long,
hard, slogs of the season
and chipped in with the
odd goal to keep the team
in a position from which it
could survive.
Biamou’s primary
strengths as a centreforward are his
physicality and hold-up
play. At Championship
level, a lack of pace and
technical ability have been

shown up, but it’s worth
repeating that Maxime
Biamou played much of
the season injured – as
well as almost completely
on his own up front.
In the most trying of
circumstances, Biamou
played his part for the
team and he deserves
immense credit for doing
so. The quality wasn’t
quite there but he was
playing at a level probably
above his ability and
didn’t let his head drop at
any moment.
While there is an
argument that an
improvement on Maxime
Biamou should be sought
this summer, it is not
guaranteed one will be
found – especially in a
likely bit-part role. It is
rare to have players who
genuinely want to play for
the club, and I wouldn’t be
in a hurry to dispense
with someone like Biamou
who so clearly does.
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24
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 1,663(1,587)
Appearances: 24(23)
Starts: 19(18)
Goals: 6(6)
Assists: 2(2)

Position Map
(This Season)

Matt Godden
Position: ST
Age: 29
At Club Since: Summer 2019

The man who, almost
literally, scored the goals
that won promotion last
season, Matt Godden has
stepped up to the
Championship more
comfortably than many,
myself included, expected,
in what was an injury-hit
campaign.
Not the quickest,
strongest, or tallest of
strikers, Godden’s
effectiveness relies upon
his movement and
finishing ability. Perhaps
surprisingly, Godden’s
link play has also come to
the fore, demonstrating a
level of intelligence to his
game.
Godden has been the
team’s most effective
striker this season. While
getting the best out of him
has required others
around him to help get
him in good positions, he
has been the coolest
finisher the team has had,
stepping up with some
important goals in the
team’s bid for survival.

Having missed nearly half
of the campaign with
injury issues, finishing
near the top of the team’s
scoring charts underlines
Godden’s effectiveness.
With a little better luck
with injury, it will be
interesting to see what
Godden can deliver at
Championship on a
consistent basis.
As someone who would
probably have got 10-15
goals this year if fully-fit,
it would be crazy not to
attempt to get the best out
of him next year.
However, there may be a
temptation to either
attempt to build around
the younger Tyler Walker,
or recruit someone with
more notable physical
attributes who could lead
the line more effectively.
Despite everything he has
done at the club, Matt
Godden will again have a
point to prove next
season.
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12
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 860(860)
Appearances: 19(19)
Starts: 7(7)
Goals: 3(3)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Viktor Gyökeres
Position: ST/W
Age: 22
At Club Since: January 2021 (Loan)

With Tyler Walker and
Matt Godden out injured,
recruiting a new striker in
January was a crucial
piece of business.
However, Viktor Gyokeres
struggled to establish
himself in the team,
appearing to be
desperately short of
confidence, following a
poor loan spell at Swansea
City earlier in the season.
Despite that, there have
been signs that Gyokeres
could prove to be a very
good striker at his best.
Hard-working and with
an element of skill to his
game, Gyokeres can make
things very difficult for
opponents but appears to
lack a level of belief in his
ability when in promising
positions.

team despite what has
largely been a pretty
frustrating loan spell.
Whether Gyokeres is a
good player who has been
in a bit of a rut this season
or a bad player who has
occasionally done good
things is hard to tell given
that Mark Robins hasn’t
quite trusted him to start
a run of games.
The club could do a lot
worse than bring
Gyokeres back next
season, but, equally, the
club might be able to
bring in someone better
rather than gamble that
Gyokeres might come
good.

From the composed
finishes against Sheffield
Wednesday and Bristol
City to the long-range
effort against Stoke City,
Gyokeres has stepped up
with some important and
well-taken goals for the
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30
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 0(0)
Appearances: 0(0)
Starts: 0(0)
Goals: 0(0)
Assists: 0(0)

Position Map
(This Season)

Fabio Tavares
Position: ST
Age: 20
At Club Since: January 2021

A promising young
forward who never quite
broke into the first-team
at League One Rochdale,
Fabio Tavares was signed
in January as a bit of a
project and to help the
under-23 side.
The Portuguese-born
striker has made a good
impact at under-23 level.
Possessing bags of pace,
Tavares’ physicality and
link play have been
surprisingly impressive.

out, Tavares will probably
be the fourth or fifthchoice in attack for the
first-team.
A low-cost punt taken by
the club, there is little at
stake as to whether the
signing of Tavares proves
to be a success or not.

As the end of the season
approached with little to
play for, there was some
hope that Tavares might
get a chance to play for
the first-team, however,
the opportunity didn’t
come to him with other
senior strikers getting
onto the pitch instead.
A raw talent, Tavares has
been asked to bulk-up
physically and develop the
tactical side of his game
over the summer. Likely
to be around the club next
year, rather than loaned
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19
Stats Summary –
Total (League)
Minutes: 2,061(1,927)
Appearances: 33(31)
Starts: 21(20)
Goals: 8(7)
Assists: 2(2)

Position Map
(This Season)

Tyler Walker
Position: ST
Age: 24
At Club Since: Summer 2020

Along with Gustavo
Hamer, the signing of
Tyler Walker looked set to
be a crucial piece of
business for the club last
summer in the quest to
make the step up to the
Championship.
A return of seven league
goals in 31 appearances
for a young striker in his
first season at this level in
a struggling side is far
from a terrible return but
it’s not quite the level of
scoring that had been
hoped for from Walker
entering the campaign.
Having scored reliably at
League One & Two level
over the past couple of
seasons, Walker has
rarely played for Coventry
City like a striker with the
confidence of having
scored a lot of goals
recently. He has struggled
to impose himself on
opposing defenders and
often made runs that took
him away from
goalscoring positions or
saw him caught offside.

The team needed a striker
this season that could
create their own chances,
which Walker hasn’t
looked like being.
However, his injury and
fitness issues throughout
the campaign have to be
taken into account as
significant mitigating
factors.
There have been
occasional glimpses of
Walker being the final
third predator that could
score a decent number of
goals in this division
when fully-fit and at peak
confidence. However, it
hasn’t been a particularly
impressive first season at
Coventry City for
someone of whom big
things had been expected.
A fresh slate and a full
pre-season could make a
huge difference for Tyler
Walker next year. He is
someone who, if he were
signed this coming
summer, would be seen as
the kind of striker some
are currently calling for.
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Most Used Team

Tyler Walker

Maxime Biamou

2,061 minutes

2,300 minutes

Callum O’Hare
4,064 minutes

Ben Sheaf

Gustavo Hamer

2,172 minutes

3,400 minutes

Sam McCallum

Fankaty Dabo

3,736 minutes

2,217 minutes

Dominic Hyam

Kyle McFadzean

Leo Østigård

4,404 minutes

3,774 minutes

3,501 minutes

Ben Wilson
2,646 minutes
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Story of
the
Season
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Part One
Welcome To The
Championship
5th September 2020 – 7th November 2020
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The last time Coventry City had played a football match,
Covid-19 was such a novelty that the celebration for the
winning goal against Ipswich Town poked fun at the new
rules banning handshakes. Little did they know that was
the goal that sealed a first title in half a century for
Coventry City. Little did they know that their next
competitive game would be in six months’ time.
In the meantime, the new reality of football had dawned.
Players, managers, and clubs were beginning to deal with
behind closed doors football, congested fixture lists and
tightened finances. It was both the worst time to have
won promotion back to the Championship and the best.
The worst time because fans would not be there to enjoy
the step up in standard nor be able to provide an increase
in revenue for the club. Furthermore, that impact on
finances ahead of a manic schedule of fixtures would
surely make it more difficult for the Sky Blues to compete
against the deeper, better-funded squads that most
Championship sides possessed.
However, it was also an opportunity for Coventry City to
establish itself back in a division where spending had
become out of control over recent years and clubs were
suddenly forced to rein it in. Leaner, smarter and with
momentum, perhaps there was an opportunity to do
something more than simply survive.
Mark Robins’ summer recruitment had been about
strengthening what was already an effective team. It
seemed certain that the Sky Blues could rely on a secure
defence following the fantastic performances last season
of Marko Marosi in goal and the centre-back trio of Kyle
McFadzean, Dominic Hyam and Michael Rose. With the
influential Liam Walsh in midfield replaced by the
intriguing overseas signing of Gustavo Hamer, it looked as
if the season would come down to how much firepower
could be added in attack.
The key summer signing looked set to be that of Tyler
Walker from Nottingham Forest. The young striker had
scored freely at League One and Two level in recent years
and looked a good bet to translate that form to
Championship level. With last season’s top-scorer, Matt
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Godden, still on the books, and creative midfielder, Callum
O’Hare, signed to a permanent deal, the team looked to
have some decent attacking options even if a lack of
Championship experience was a concern.
The season formally started with a League Cup match at
League One side, Milton Keynes Dons, although it felt
more like the final pre-season friendly than the first
competitive game.

Milton Keynes Dons
League Cup
05/09/20
Score: 1-0
Scorer: Walker

It was a performance reminiscent of those that had won
the League One title the previous season. Despite an early
red card for young centre-back, Declan Drysdale, which
led to a penalty, the Sky Blues comfortably shut out their
opposition before taking the chance to win the game, with
Tyler Walker scoring with a predatory finish following a
scramble at a set-piece.
It would be the first Championship game of the campaign,
away at Bristol City, where it would become apparent just
how this Coventry City side matched up in a higher
division. At the ground where relegation from this level
eight years ago had effectively been confirmed, this was a
chance to demonstrate that this was an all-new,
progressive Sky Blues side that was in a completely
different place to the disorganised rabble that had
tumbled into the third-tier back in 2012.
Straight from the kick-off, Bristol City scored.
Flat-footed, the defence – with the Norwegian loanee, Leo
Ostigard, slotting in due to an injury to Michael Rose –
chased Bristol City’s shadows before Jamie Paterson was
left free in space to put the home side ahead.
The resulting ten minutes saw the Sky Blues struggle to
cope with the intensity and fitness of Bristol City, but also,
what felt metaphorically to be the challenge of
Championship football to come. It was a demonstration
that last season’s exploits counted for very little. Coventry
City may have been playing in the Championship, but they
were yet to belong.
Gradually, the gulf between the two sides narrowed. The
Dutch midfielder, Gustavo Hamer, began to demonstrate
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just why the club had deemed him a worthy replacement
for Liam Walsh, beginning to dictate play with his range
of passing. The Sky Blues were no longer on the back-foot.
After a few decent openings, a surge into the box from
Callum O’Hare left Bristol City’s defence in disarray, with
Matt Godden seizing upon a poor clearance to level the
scores. For the remainder of the first-half and the
beginning of the second, the Sky Blues pushed to take the
lead, forcing some excellent saves from Bristol City’s
Daniel Bentley.

Bristol City
Championship
13/09/20
Score: 1-2
Scorer: Godden

Gillingham
League Cup
15/09/20
Score: 1-1 (4-5 on Pens)
Scorer: Biamou

However, the impact of a six-month break from
competitive football began to tell as the Sky Blues tired.
Just as thoughts turned to how a point would be an
acceptable return from the contest, Bristol City began to
turn the screw and eventually won the game thanks to
some slack marking from a corner-kick.
Following a mid-week exit from the League Cup against
Gillingham with a second-string team, the next test of this
team’s credentials would come in its first ‘home’ game of
the season at Birmingham City’s St Andrew’s Stadium,
against Queens Park Rangers.
In a game against a side expected to also be in the
relegation battle, the first-half was largely a dispiriting
spectacle from a Sky Blues perspective. There was a clear
gulf in class as Queens Park Rangers stroked the ball
across the pitch with all the ease of a team of sixthformers taking on much younger competitors from the
lower secondary.
Perhaps fooled by their sheer dominance, Queens Park
Rangers deigned not to pepper Marko Marosi’s goal with
many shots. It was only when Kyle McFadzean felled the
flying QPR winger, Bright Osayi-Samuel, on the edge of
the penalty area that the away side realised that the
objective of the game was to score goals.
Queens Park Rangers’ wisdom in choosing not to convert
dominance into goals was soon given credence as the
momentum of the game began to reverse. The Sky Blues,
at last, had time on the ball with which to plot a comeback
and soon did so, with the impressive left wing-back, Ryan
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Giles, bursting down his side of the pitch and standing up
an excellent cross for Matt Godden to level the scores
before half-time.
Lifted by that goal, it was Coventry City’s turn in the
second-half to dominate proceedings. That man, Gustavo
Hamer, was again influential to the Sky Blues’ ability to
control and threaten in possession, aided by some
excellent running from Fankaty Dabo at right wing-back
and Callum O’Hare in the forward line.
Early in the second-half, Dabo tore through Queens Park
Rangers’ left side before sending a cross into O’Hare, who
proceeded to juggle the ball into the net. There was no letup after taking the lead, with QPR looking to have little
response to this team’s energy, vigour, and enthusiasm.

Queens Park Rangers
Championship
18/09/20
Score: 3-2
Scorers: Godden, O’Hare,
McFadzean

Just as it felt as if this Coventry City side had
demonstrated what it might be capable of in this division,
another poor piece of marking from a corner-kick levelled
the scores. After what could have been a hammer blow to
confidence, an enthusiastic Sky Blue side brushed
themselves off and proceeded to put QPR back under
pressure.
A string of threatening set-pieces from Gustavo Hamer
threatened to win the game, eventually setting up Kyle
McFadzean to wrap up a first three points back at
Championship level.
Not only a first win back in the Championship but a
demonstration of the character and quality of this
Coventry City side. If the standard of the second-half
performance could be maintained, relegation would
maybe not be a concern for this team.

Barnsley
Championship
26/09/20
Score: 0-0

The Sky Blues continued to ease their way into the season
with a 0-0 draw away at fellow potential strugglers,
Barnsley. It wasn’t a classic, but a first clean sheet of the
campaign wasn’t to be sniffed at after some sloppy goals
conceded in the first two games.
A defeat, win and a draw was the most solid of starts to
life in the Championship, but next up was a test against
the very top end of quality that this division had to offer.
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Bournemouth travelled to St Andrew’s on a Friday night in
front of the Sky cameras with a set of players that could
easily have still been playing in the Premier League. This
really would test just how much this Coventry City side
had learned in its first three league games.
Bournemouth’s early dominance over proceedings was
akin to Queens Park Rangers’ a fortnight ago but up a few
notches. The combination of technicality, speed, and
power this Bournemouth side had in abundance was
overwhelming for the Sky Blues. The Cherries took an
early lead via a confident Jefferson Lerma effort from
outside the penalty area. It looked set to be a long evening.
Somehow, Bournemouth failed to add to their lead before
half-time, with the Sky Blues snatching an equaliser from
the spot after new midfield signing, Ben Sheaf, tripped
over an errant Bournemouth leg. Matt Godden confidently
tucked home the penalty, perhaps a sign of this Coventry
City side, once again, growing into the contest.
Any hopes of a turnaround were quickly snuffed out, with
Bournemouth catching the Coventry City defence ragged
early in the second-half to allow Dan Gosling to put his
team back ahead. The defensive midfielder then scored an
emphatic effort to end the game as a contest soon after,
having been allowed to stroll through the Coventry City
midfield.

Bournemouth
Championship
02/10/20
Score: 1-3
Scorers: Godden

Bournemouth’s extra quality and experience then
completely made sure of the win, with right-back, Adam
Smith, niggling into a challenge with Fankaty Dabo,
drawing a petulant reaction from Coventry City’s star man
of the opening weeks of the season, Gustavo Hamer, to see
him sent-off.
The three-game suspension to clearly our best player
looked more costly than the defeat itself. Heading into an
away trip against promotion contenders, Brentford, the
Sky Blues looked desperately short of any quality or
composure in possession as they waited for their hosts to
put them out of their misery and score.
Somehow getting in at half-time at 0-0, a slight slip from
Ryan Giles early in the second-half proved enough of an
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Brentford
Championship
17/10/20
Score: 0-2

opening for Ivan Toney to put Brentford ahead. The man
who proved to be the division’s top scorer quickly
wrapped up the points for his team with another
dominant finish, this time punishing Michael Rose for a
lapse in concentration.
It was starting to become clear that what this Coventry
City had done to win promotion from League One was not
applicable to the Championship, especially against the
better teams. The defensive fortitude that had seemed so
certain had crumbled, there was less of an ability to
control possession and little presence in attack – despite
Matt Godden’s goals.

Swansea City
Championship
20/10/20
Score: 1-1
Scorer: Shipley

After a decent performance in drawing 1-1 with Swansea
City where the Sky Blues had chances to win the game, the
following game against Tony Mowbray’s Blackburn Rovers
outlined just how much this team was struggling at
Championship level.
The game was over within 15 minutes, when Michael Rose
clumsily felled Blackburn’s Ben Brereton when through on
goal to earn a red card and a sending-off. With Adam
Armstrong scoring the resulting penalty, it was a case of
how many more goals Blackburn fancied scoring.

Blackburn Rovers
Championship
24/10/20
Score: 0-4

Facing little resistance, Blackburn toyed with the Sky
Blues before, in the second-half, they elected to put their
ragged opponents out of their misery.
Adding three to the final scoreline, Blackburn Rovers had
comprehensively walloped the Sky Blues.
If that heavy defeat looked to be a low-point, it arguably
got worse in a miserable performance a few days later at
Middlesbrough.

Middlesbrough
Championship
27/10/20
Score: 0-2

Surrendering any attacking threat in a desperate attempt
to keep the game tight, the Sky Blues played like a side
waiting for their opponents to score. Somehow, keeping
the scores level until a belated attacking venture with ten
minutes to go, Middlesbrough pounced on the gaps left in
the Coventry City defence to claim a deserved lead, before
killing the game off with a second in injury time.
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It was starting to get to the point where it looked as if this
Coventry City side was simply out of its depth at
Championship level. While the possession-based
attempted style of play wasn’t helping, it was hard to
identify which players – beyond Gustavo Hamer and Matt
Godden – were truly capable of impacting games in this
division, with much of the squad struggling to even hold
their own.
A game against the league leaders, Reading, offered little
hope of a respite from a dispiriting start to the campaign.
Mark Robins had made changes to the set-up of the side,
opting for two up front and a compact midfield trio, but it
appeared to have little impact with players continuing to
make mistakes – in this game, Fankaty Dabo and Michael
Rose – that should have resulted in goals conceded.
After riding out those early lapses, the Sky Blues began to
play with a level of spirit and belief that had been missing
over the past few games. A swift attacking move was
rounded off by a smart finish from outside the area from
Gustavo Hamer to put the team ahead.
Reading slowly began to work their way back into the
game, but it took a poor pass from, the concerningly
error-prone, Ben Sheaf and an emphatic finish from Lucas
Joao to level the scores.

Reading
Championship
30/10/2020
Score: 3-2
Scorers: Hamer, Godden,
McCallum

Any concerns that this had been an opportunity to pull off
a galvanising victory missed were soon put to rest, with
Matt Godden tucking away a rebound from a Maxime
Biamou effort to put the team back ahead. The returning
Sam McCallum, then scored a sensational strike from
outside the area to make it 3-1.
There was a late wobble as some hesitant defending
allowed Reading’s George Puscas to half the lead in injurytime, but the team had done enough to pull-off a
significant, potentially galvanising, victory.
In making some key changes to the personnel and
approach, it looked as if Mark Robins had finally found an
effective formula out of this set of players to compete in
the Championship. While the attempt to control games
had been diminished, the team not only looked more
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combative across the pitch but seemed more threatening
due to having an increased presence in attack in place of
small, creative midfielders.
An away trip to a struggling Nottingham Forest side felt
an opportunity to build on a positive result against the
league leaders but the players looked fatigued from a big
effort just a few days earlier, conceding thanks to sloppy
marking from a set-piece and struggling to threaten the
opposition goal.
The penny seemed to drop for this side in the second-half,
epitomised by Ben Sheaf transforming from a lightweight,
lackadaisical waif of a footballer into a composed,
dominant, and controlling central midfield presence.
The Arsenal loanee dictated proceedings as the Sky Blues
put Nottingham Forest on the back foot. A deep Sam
McCallum cross was converted by Callum O’Hare to level
the scores early in the second-half, with the Sky Blues
then setting about winning an important early season
contest.
Just when it looked a point would have to be settled for,
the self-destruct button was pressed, when Maxime
Biamou sloppily gave the ball away in midfield, providing
the opening for Nottingham Forest to break at pace
against a stretched defence. With Lyle Taylor bearing
down on goal, Kyle McFadzean handed the striker an even
better opportunity to score by bundling him down instead
of allowing him to shoot as he began to pull wide.
Nottingham Forest
Championship
04/11/2020
Score: 1-2
Scorer: O’Hare

With almost the last kick of the game, the penalty was
scored. For the first-time this season, Coventry City had
been defeated in an undeserved manner. As bad as it felt,
it was perhaps a sign that the team was heading in the
right direction.
The final game before the November international break –
after a run of seven fixtures in 21 days – was away to
recently-relegated Watford. Given the level of quality the
opposition possessed, another heavy defeat looked set to
be on the cards before the team could regroup ahead of
‘easier’ fixtures to come.
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However, the positive aspects to the Nottingham Forest
performance had, to an extent, been retained. In the face
of Watford’s quality, the Sky Blues played with a level of
composure and belief and more than held their own for
much of the contest.
Goalless at half-time was better than most expected, but
that air of composure soon evaporated in the second-half
as Watford moved up through the gears and took an early
lead.
Out of nowhere, Gustavo Hamer produced a moment of
brilliance that turned the game on its head. From a
routine set-piece clearance, the Dutch midfielder spotted
Watford goalkeeper, Ben Foster, off his line and somehow
managed to lob the veteran from 25 yards out, with a
header.
Such a moment of individual inspiration looked to have
provided the belief that a shock result could be possible.
Soon after, a great piece of combination play between
Maxime Biamou and Tyler Walker sent the latter through
to put the Sky Blues ahead. The game had turned on its
head, but more than that, it looked as if this Coventry City
side had finally got to grips with the Championship.
However, there was an air of giddiness about this young
team, which manifested itself in pushing too far up the
pitch, meaning that when Ben Sheaf gave the ball away on
the half-way line soon after the game had resumed,
Watford broke easily to win a corner. A lack of
concentration from that resulting set-piece saw the scores
levelled and knocked the stuffing out of Coventry City’s
comeback effort.

Watford
Championship
07/11/2020
Score: 2-3
Scorers: Hamer, Walker

As legs began to tire late on, Watford started to control the
game and turn the screw. However, it was another
moment of naivety that lost the game for the Sky Blues,
with Callum O’Hare handling the ball in the penalty area
as he charged down a shot, allowing Watford to win the
game from the spot.
Eight points from eleven games, just one point above the
relegation zone, it was looking increasingly like this team
would be in a fight against the drop. With fixtures against
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fellow sides in the lower reaches of the table to come over
the next month, the season had already entered a crucial
phase.
Whether this Coventry City side had what it took to stay in
the Championship was hard to tell at this stage. The few
encouraging signs had been counteracted by moments of
naivety or incompetence. It was now about learning from
those mistakes, and fast.
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Part Two
Getting To Grips
20th November 2020 – 12th December 2020
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Ahead of a ‘home’ game that wasn’t really a home game,
and especially not in behind-closed-doors circumstances
against Birmingham City, Mark Robins looked to have
definitively moved away from the formula that had won
promotion last season in an attempt to find something
that worked at Championship level.
Surprisingly, given positive recent performances against
Reading, Nottingham Forest and Watford, the back three
was dispensed with and a new 4-2-3-1 shape was deployed
– with Gustavo Hamer and Jordan Shipley utilised as
nominal wide players.
If the intention had been to jolt the team into life with
those drastic changes, it was not apparent during an
opening period where the players looked just as confused
as the fans as to how they were meant to line-up.
Fortunately, a plodding Birmingham City lacked the
wherewithal to take advantage of the confusion, in a
contest that was desperately short on quality.

Birmingham City
Championship
20/11/20
Score: 0-0

The only route to goal for the Sky Blues looked to be via
Tyler Walker getting in behind Birmingham City’s slow
back-line, but the lack of support for the centre-forward
meant that the team couldn’t take advantage of those
situations. Instead, the Sky Blues relied upon former
striker, Lukas Jutkiewicz, fluffing the game’s best
opportunities to garner a somewhat fortuitous point from.
Nonetheless, it was a first clean sheet in nine games –
having conceded at a rate of two per game up to that point
of the season – marked nominal progress. That result
against Birmingham City may well have laid foundations
for the following game where, with a back four again
used, the Sky Blues shut out a talented Cardiff City side.
Having an extra man in midfield seemed to allow the team
to put better pressure on the ball in order to prevent the
opposition getting around and behind the defence. Cardiff
struggled to find a way through a combative and
organised Coventry City. The only problem was that the
Sky Blues didn’t look like scoring either.
Fortunately, Cardiff City made a mess of a goal-kick in the
second-half, allowing Tyler Walker to predatorially snaffle
himself a goal in an encouraging manner for a man billed
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as a natural goalscorer. From that point, early in the
second-half, onwards, there didn’t look like there would
be any change to the score at either end.

Cardiff City
Championship
25/11/20
Score: 1-0
Scorer: Walker

A second clean sheet in a row and a vital three points
pushed Coventry City away from danger. However, the
final knockings of the game brought a harrowing incident
as goalkeeper, Marko Marosi, picked up a nasty facial
injury, forcing stand-in, Ben Wilson – who had picked up
fewer than 50 career league appearances in an eight-year
professional career up to that point – to play out the final
minutes.
Heading into a crucial run of games, there was a scramble
to find any kind of goalkeeper who could cover for the two
months Marosi would be out for. It had seemingly never
been the intention to play Wilson for an extended run of
games, especially not at Championship level, a warm body
onto which a pair of gloves could be fitted felt like it
would have been an improvement on the situation the
team was set to face.
Ahead of an away trip to league leaders, Norwich City, the
veteran, Lee Camp, was added to the squad. The former
Birmingham City goalkeeper had arrived a little too late
for involvement in that upcoming game, but it didn’t
matter too much as it was one that the team were
expected to lose anyway.
With Norwich City heavily depleted by injuries, it was a
game that could otherwise have been an opportunity for a
surprise win, instead, Mark Robins elected to name close
to a second-string side in order to keep key players fresh
for the more important trip to fellow strugglers, Derby
County, a few days later.
The makeshift Sky Blues performed admirably at Carrow
Road, enjoying the better of the chances before Norwich
City won a fortunate penalty after the referee took a dim
view from a challenge made by Ben Wilson – who had
already produced some impressive saves.
That goal from the spot looked like being enough for
Norwich to win the game until they began to show clear
signs of tiredness as the 90 minutes ticked on. Sensing an
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opportunity, Mark Robins brought on key players such as
Gustavo Hamer, Ryan Giles, and Tyler Walker, mid-way
through the second-half, which provided an injection of
energy that reversed the momentum of the game.

Norwich City
Championship
28/11/20
Score: 1-1
Scorer: Biamou

Gathering impetus as the clock reached the 90-minute
mark, the Sky Blues found a leveller thanks to a lovely
cross-field pass from Hamer to Giles, which saw the latter
skin Norwich’s Barcelona-linked right-back, Max Aarons,
and put in a telling cross into a dangerous area. After
fluffing the initial chance, Maxime Biamou bundled the
ball into the back of the net to secure a deserved share of
the points for Coventry City that, with a little better luck,
could have been all three.
With confidence boosted by that showing against Norwich
City, it was dispiriting to then see the following
performance against Derby County appear be so flat and
negative.
There were few chances at either end, but the Sky Blues
appeared to willingly surrender much of the momentum
of the game to a rock-bottom Derby County side that
should have been there for the taking. The Rams finally
made their control of the game count with seven minutes
to go, with Colin Kazim-Richards heading home a cross
after the Sky Blues defence had backed off Derby’s
attacking right-back, Nathan Byrne.
The game should have been wrapped up by Derby County
youngster, Jack Stretton, after he broke through the Sky
Blues back-line soon after that late goal, however, he
produced a miss that proved to be crucial.

Derby County
Championship
01/12/20
Score: 1-1
Scorer: Hamer

Throwing on just about every attacking player available, a
disjointed Coventry City somehow forced a late equaliser
with Gustavo Hamer firing home from just outside the
box. It was a point salvaged but a worryingly
performance, nonetheless.
Another important match against a fellow relegation
contender was next up, as Rotherham United travelled to
St Andrew’s. The Millers had comfortably been the better
team on the two occasions the sides met the previous
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season in League One, which appeared to inform Mark
Robins’ game-plan.
With a front two of Maxime Biamou and Tyler Walker,
there was a clear instruction apparent of playing the ball
into the strikers as quickly as possible. This was in order
to avoid Rotherham forcing errors via their pressing
game, as they had done in meetings in the previous
season. However, Mark Robins cannot have expected his
plan to have worked as effectively and comprehensively as
it did.
Rotherham United’s defence seemed completely
unprepared for the physicality and mobility of the duo of
Maxime Biamou and Tyler Walker in the Coventry City
attack. Every ball played in their direction seemed to
induce panic and disarray in Rotherham’s back-line,
ending the game as a contest from early on.
A simple ball forward into Tyler Walker set Maxime
Biamou up for a confident finish to put Coventry City
ahead in the fifth minute. Tyler Walker then put the Sky
Blues two up as he pounced on a rebounded Callum
O’Hare effort. There could have been at least one or two
more goals in the first-half, with Rotherham positively
shell-shocked by Coventry City’s change in approach.
The win was rounded off early in the second-half when
Leo Ostigard scored from a set-piece – although, it was
later given as an own goal. The combination of Gustavo
Hamer’s deliveries and the Norwegian, Ostigard’s,
significant aerial presence at the back-post had proven to
be threatening throughout the season, but it wasn’t until
now that it produced a goal for the team.
Rotherham United
Championship
05/12/20
Score: 3-1
Scorer: Biamou, Walker,
Own Goal

From that point, both teams appeared to be going through
the motions in the knowledge that the game has been
ended as a contest. The Millers won a fortunate late
penalty-kick after their striker, Kyle Vassell, entered into
the slightest of collisions with Ben Wilson, but that late
goal did nothing to change what was an emphatic victory.
After such a big effort in winning a key relegation clash, it
wasn’t all that surprising to see the Sky Blues put in a
tired performance in the ensuing midweek game against
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Luton Town
Championship
08/12/20
Score: 0-0

Luton Town. The newfound defensive fortitude of this
Coventry City side meant that the team held on for a point
that maintained the buffer from the bottom three.
It was another important game against a relegation
contender that following Saturday, against Wycombe
Wanderers. The manic run of fixtures appeared to have
taken its toll on the team as they produced a tired early
showing against a Wycombe side fired up by having fans
cheering them on at Adams Park.
With the Sky Blues looking devoid of inspiration, a
moment of brilliance came from the most unlikely of
sources. Liam Kelly, who had scored just one goal in his
first 99 league appearances for the club, took aim from
the edge of the area to put Coventry City ahead midway
through the first-half.
Just before half-time, that combination of Hamer’s
delivery and Ostigard’s aerial presences at a set-piece set
Kelly up to make it 2-0. It was scarcely deserved after such
a flat showing from the Sky Blues, but this team had
produced the goods in another important game.
The second-half saw Wycombe Wanderers throw just
about everything they could at Coventry City in search of a
result that they were desperately in need of. Their route
back into the game came via the penalty spot – with the
Sky Blues continuing a worrying trend of carelessness in
their own penalty area – leaving the contest on a knifeedge.

Wycombe Wanderers
Championship
12/12/20
Score: 2-1
Scorer: Kelly (2)

With Gustavo Hamer doing everything that he could to
wrap up the win for Coventry City – including an
audacious attempt from the half-way line that so nearly
came off – Wycombe thought that had earned a point with
the final kick of the game, via Scott Kashket. However, the
tightest of offside calls ensured that the Sky Blues picked
up another key result.
Some key lessons learned after a concerning start to the
season, the defence tightened up, eight points clear of
relegation. It seemed like thoughts could now turn
towards how this team could evolve and move up the
table, instead of worrying about survival.
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Part Three
Hitting The Skids
16th December 2020 – 19th January 2021
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Huddersfield Town
Championship
19/12/20
Score: 0-0

Another dour 0-0 midweek draw at St Andrew’s, this time
against Huddersfield Town, was neither dispiriting nor
encouraging. It was now eight games unbeaten, including
four clean sheets and just one goal conceded from open
play. If a touch of class could be added in the final third,
this Sky Blues side could shoot up the table, however, it
was hard to see where that would come from.
The most notable thing to come out of that draw with
Huddersfield was a fifth booking of the season for the
influential Gustavo Hamer, which ruled him out of the
upcoming trip to a Sheffield Wednesday side that were
bottom of the table and winless in nine games.
Despite the disparity in form between the two sides, it was
apparent that a Coventry City side without Gustavo
Hamer was a much weaker prospect. As such, it was
unsurprising that Mark Robins opted for a cautious
approach in order to keep the unbeaten run going ahead
of Hamer’s return in the next game.

Sheffield Wednesday
Championship
19/12/20
Score: 0-1

In an insipid affair between two teams that appeared
equally inept in attack, the game was settled by a needless
set-piece conceded by Leo Ostigard, from which, Ben
Wilson, made his first mistake in goal by getting caught
between staying on his line and claiming the ball, allowing
a free header for Wednesday’s Tom Lees. It proved to be
Tony Pulis’ only win as Sheffield Wednesday manager.
Somehow, an eight point gap from the drop had been
whittled down to just four in the space of two games.
Within the blink of an eye, this Coventry City side was
back looking over its shoulder towards the relegation
zone.
It was becoming clear that Mark Robins’ attempt to shore
up the defence had come at the cost of an attacking threat.
Over the Christmas period, a two-game scoreless run
became four, with little sign of it ending.

Stoke City
Championship
26/12/20
Score: 0-0

A dull affair on Boxing Day against Stoke City at St
Andrew’s was only notable for Mark Robins’ usage of a 35-1-1 formation that served to make it even more difficult
for a timid Coventry City side to threaten the opposing
goal.
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Preston North End
Championship
29/12/20
Score: 0-2

Against Preston North End a few days later, there was an
apparent move towards a more positive, attacking
approach – albeit, using the same 3-5-1-1 system – but
another piece of sloppy play from Ben Sheaf allowed
Preston to take the lead in the first-half. From that point,
there was little threat of the Sky Blues getting back into
the game against an experienced and clinical Preston side.
It was fortunate that the final deficit was only two.
It was getting difficult to see this Coventry City side
creating a decent chance, let alone scoring, at this stage of
the season. Missing key players – most notably, Matt
Godden and Tyler Walker in attack – with the rest of the
team clearly feeling the effects of a heavily-congested
fixture list. January looked set to be a crucial month,
providing the opportunity for rest and recruitment to
replenish drained reserves.
Before Mark Robins could think about what moves he
could make in the January transfer market, there was a
tricky away trip to Millwall to get out of the way.
Incredibly, the Sky Blues brushed off their recent poor
form to produce a performance reminiscent of their
League One title win. The 3-4-2-1 system from the
previous season had been restored, supplying Callum
O’Hare and Maxime Biamou in Coventry City’s attack with
some much-needed support in the form of Jordan Shipley.
The academy-produced midfielder had endured a
forgettable campaign thus far but demonstrated why he
had been so important in the team’s promotion the
previous season. It was his well-timed run into the penalty
area that saw him get on the end of good combination
play between Fankaty Dabo and Callum O’Hare to put the
team ahead – albeit, via an own-goal from his initial
effort.
Millwall seemed confused as to how to deal with Coventry
City’s fluid and narrow system and were completely
overran for long periods of the game. Meanwhile,
confidence was beginning to flow through this Coventry
City side. The players seemed to be feeding off yet another
influential showing from Gustavo Hamer in central
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midfield, playing with a swagger and authority that had
rarely been seen this season.
A more than deserved second goal was scored mid-way
through the first-half, with Gustavo Hamer smacking a
powerful free-kick into the wall before forcing the
rebound into the back of the net, seemingly through sheer
force of character. In complete control, this was a display
that looked set to breathe as much life into the campaign
than any period of rest or January recruit could.
The half-time whistle did little to stem the flow of the
game. The Sky Blues were constantly on Millwall’s heels,
forcing errors and creating opportunities to kill the game
off. Both Shipley and O’Hare were guilty of missing good
chances to make it 3-0, but it only looked like being costly
once the team conceded yet another penalty-kick with 15
minutes to go.
Millwall
Championship
02/01/21
Score: 2-1
Scorers: Own Goal, Hamer

It handed Millwall the opportunity to build pressure on an
increasingly panicky Coventry City back-line and it was
only when Callum O’Hare drew a late foul from the carded
Millwall defender, Murray Wallace, to send the home side
down to ten-men that the nerves settled down.
Late panic aside, it was a performance that suggested that
relegation should not be a concern for this team. Placed
16th at the half-way stage, it was perhaps time to look up
the table rather than down it. Any new signings or players
returning from injury would surely only enhance a
reasonably strong position that the team were in.

Norwich City
FA Cup
09/01/21
Score: 0-2

Due to a covid outbreak at Sheffield Wednesday, it left a
17-day gap between that confident win over Millwall and
the next league game against a Reading side in the
automatic promotion race. In the meantime, the team
limped to a 2-o defeat at Norwich City in the FA Cup and
signed two players set to play a big role in the rest of the
season.
First in, was the experienced midfielder, Matty James. The
Leicester City loanee had played a key role at a Barnsley
side that had charged up the table in the first half of the
season and looked to be a coup. With Liam Kelly out
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injured for another month, his experience would be vital
in anchoring a side lacking Championship knowhow.
Following James was the forward, Viktor Gyokeres.
Joining his Brighton & Hove Albion team-mate, Leo
Ostigard, the Swede had struggled for form as a bit-part
player at a strong Swansea City side earlier in the
campaign but had a decent scoring record overseas in
previous seasons. He wasn’t the proven Championship
goalscorer that had been hoped for, but it seemed an
educated punt for a side towards the lower end of the
division.
Reinforced for that trip to Reading, both James and
Gyokeres started as the second half of the campaign began
in earnest.
A few decent forays into Reading’s half promised hope of
pulling off a surprise win, but, as the powerful Lucas Joao
stomped through the Sky Blues defence to make it 1-0, it
was apparent that the two teams were galaxies apart.
Slower, weaker, less capable in possession, Coventry City
were run ragged by a confident Reading side in front of
the Sky cameras. Somehow only one goal apart at halftime, any hope of a comeback was killed off when a swift
passing move from the home side made it two.

Reading
Championship
19/01/21
Score: 0-3

To cap a bad night off, Kyle McFadzean got himself sent
off mid-way through the second-half with a second
booking. From the resulting free-kick, Reading’s John
Swift spectacularly scored the game’s third and final goal
from 30-yards out.
The manner of the defeat served as a reminder that the
deficiencies from the opening period of the campaign
hadn’t been banished despite a few encouraging
performances over the previous month. Having had a
fairly presentable run of fixtures prior to the Reading
defeat, the Sky Blues had arguably lacked ambition in
settling for clean sheets over victories, ensuring that the
gap from the bottom three wasn’t as big as it could have
been.
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Still clear of the drop, it wasn’t time to panic but there
was a worrying lack of purpose and identity starting to
take hold of this Coventry City side. Capable of either
picking up points in a dour fashion or opening themselves
up and being beaten handily, it was a far cry from recent,
successful seasons. With games still taking place behind
closed doors, the experience of watching this Coventry
City side as a fan was starting to become a chore.
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Part Four
Muddling Along
27th January 2021 – 2nd March 2021
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As chastening as the defeat to Reading was, three fixtures
ahead against fellow relegation battlers, Sheffield
Wednesday, Birmingham City, and Nottingham Forest,
provided an opportunity to push away from danger for the
foreseeable future and allow Mark Robins the time to
work on the deficiencies in attack that had threatened to
run the season aground.
Starting with Sheffield Wednesday, on a cold, wet January
night at St Andrew’s, with the pitch in awful condition as
a result of two teams playing out a congested fixture list
on its surface, any aspirations of playing the flowing
football that this Coventry City side aspired towards
couldn’t have seemed to have been further away.
Both sides toiled against both the difficult playing surface
and their own deficiencies in an incredibly low quality
contest. It was a game that would be decided either by a
moment of brilliance or a mistake, with Callum O’Hare
and Viktor Gyokeres combining to provide the former
during a swift break early in the second-half to put the
Sky Blues ahead.
Sheffield Wednesday
Championship
27/01/21
Score: 2-0
Scorers: Gyokeres, Allen

As Sheffield Wednesday pushed for an equalising goal late
on, O’Hare stepped up to provide his second assist of both
the evening and his season, this time for Jamie Allen, to
seal a vital three points for the Sky Blues.
A change in system to a 4-3-3 seemed to reduce the
physical burden on the midfield in the absence of Liam
Kelly, allowed Callum O’Hare to escape the attentions of
opposing defences by playing away from the middle of the
pitch, while accommodating two strikers in Maxime
Biamou and Viktor Gyokeres, with the latter operating
from the left wing.
Against Birmingham City, the downsides of this new
system started to become apparent. The space between
the wide forwards and full-backs left the latter exposed
against Blues’ tricky wingers – not aided by Josh Pask on
the right not being a natural full-back and Sam McCallum
on the left in a rut of poor form.
That weakness out wide was no less apparent when Sam
McCallum clumsily tripped Birmingham’s Ivan Sanchez
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for yet another penalty-kick conceded by the team this
season, which was converted.
A goal down, the initial response from the Sky Blues was
positive, getting them quickly back into the game. Callum
O’Hare continued his encouraging run of form by chasing
down a loose ball that Birmingham’s defence had given up
on, playing the ball back to Ben Sheaf, who dithered over
taking a shot before finding Gustavo Hamer to level the
scores.

Birmingham City
Championship
30/01/21
Score: 1-1
Scorer: Hamer

After that equaliser, there was little threat of either team
going on to secure all three points. It was a case of one
team in Birmingham City making little attempt to score
and the other in Coventry City being unable to conjure up
the quality to trouble the opposition goal.
A point wasn’t a terrible result, but it kept the Sky Blues
around the lower reaches of the table, yet more points
dropped as a result of a penalty-kick given away.
Any frustration over that Birmingham City result and
performance looked to have been cast aside early in the
following game, when Maxime Biamou put the Sky Blues
ahead against Nottingham Forest. However, the lack of
quality that had been apparent over the past two games
was soon exposed by Nottingham Forest over the course
of the rest of the first-half.
Josh Pask was caught flat-footed for Forest’s equaliser,
allowing Sammy Ameobi to tee up Lewis Grabban for a
confident finish. Sensing weakness, Forest continued to
push for the lead, looking to exploit the Sky Blues’
weakness in wide areas.
Somehow level at half-time, Mark Robins had seen enough
to make a change to the team’s shape. Introducing centreback, Michael Rose, and right wing-back, Julien Dacosta,
in order to turn a 4-3-3 into a 3-4-1-2.
Any hope of affecting the result with that change was
quickly put paid to, with Nottingham Forest getting in
behind Sam McCallum on the left side of the Coventry City
back-line and sending in a teasing cross that Michael Rose
diverted into his own net – with the returning Marko
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Marosi in goal failing to claim the cross under little
pressure.

Nottingham Forest
Championship
02/02/21
Score: 1-2
Scorer: Biamou

From that point onwards, the Sky Blues dominated
possession and worked the ball into numerous decent
positions but lacked the wherewithal to turn the game
around. However, a positive from the defeat looked to be
Julien Dacosta, who was particularly impressive with his
skill and awareness in his crossing on the right side,
providing a threat on the right in place of the injured
Fankaty Dabo.
The failure to win either of those two games against
bottom-half sides looked particularly costly considering
what this Coventry City side was now set to face. A
difficult run of eight games ahead, including seven against
the top eight sides, looked a tall order for a team that had
struggled so much against the better teams in the division
earlier in the campaign. It looked almost certain that, once
the fixtures got easier in March, the Sky Blues would be in
the bottom three.

Watford
Championship
06/02/21
Score: 0-0

Cardiff City
Championship
13/02/21
Score: 1-3
Scorer: Hyam

An encouraging performance in drawing with promotionchasing Watford at St Andrew’s suggested that perhaps
the team had learned lessons from earlier in the season. It
was an energetic, battling display where the Sky Blues
refused to let a talented Watford side settle into the game.
Albeit lacking quality in the final third – partially driven
by how isolated Callum O’Hare and Maxime Biamou were
in attack – it was a sign that maybe this run of fixtures
wouldn’t be so deadly.
However, that notion was soon dismissed in a dismal,
error-strewn showing against Cardiff City – the one game
in this one against a, then, bottom-half side. The Welsh
side eased into a three-goal lead just after half-time
thanks to the Sky Blues defence buckling under the
slightest amount of pressure. Displaying neither quality
nor character, it was a performance that began to raise
the spectre of relegation for this Coventry City team.
With confidence having suddenly dipped to rock-bottom
again, Norwich City gallivanted to an easy victory in the
following game. The eventual title-winners, Norwich
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Norwich City
Championship
17/02/21
Score: 0-2

simply had too much quality and intensity in their ranks –
with the elegant Todd Cantwell standing out on an awful
St Andrew’s pitch. Aided by some poor Coventry City
defending, including a howler of a back-pass from Kyle
McFadzean, it felt as if the 2-0 final score was unfair on
the clearly superior victors.
Increasingly in peril, the remainder of this incredibly
difficult run of fixtures looked set to be about damage
limitation. There was certainly little hope by the time
Brentford visited St Andrew’s towards the end of February
that this Coventry City team could lay a glove on the
division’s best teams, let alone claim the points required
to pull away from danger.
However, the Sky Blues summoned up the kind of
energetic, battling performance that been absent since the
point against Watford in a highly encouraging display. The
difference this time was that Maxime Biamou won a
penalty for the team in the 19th minute, allowing Tyler
Walker to announce his return to the side with a goal.
Walker, who looked to be the saviour of our season
following the poor scoring form of both Maxime Biamou
and, January signing, Vitkor Gyokeres, then demonstrated
his quality as a goalscorer as he finished calmly once setup by Callum O’Hare, punishing a poor goal-kick from
Brentford’s David Raya.

Brentford
Championship
20/02/21
Score: 2-0
Scorer: Walker (2)

Swansea City
Championship
24/02/21
Score: 0-1

More impressive than the win itself was the overall
performance from the Sky Blues. The energy that the team
put into hassling and closing down Brentford ensured that
there was little threat of the automatic promotion
contenders getting back into the game. The team had set
itself a standard, if it could be maintained, survival would
be easily attainable.
Maintaining energy levels across a congested fixture list
was always going to be a challenge, which was in evidence
as Coventry City limped to a tame defeat away at Swansea
City the following mid-week. Unable to trouble a calm and
composed Swansea side in the same manner as they had
against Brentford, the Sky Blues looked on course for
defeat as soon as Ben Cabango’s header sailed past Ben
Wilson from an early second-half corner-kick.
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There was little shame in losing narrowly at a Swansea
City side chasing automatic promotion, especially given
just how much this team appeared to be struggling on the
road. Just why there was such a disparity in results
between home and away was hard to tell, but it was a key
reason why relegation remained a concern for this
Coventry City side.
It was not as if the team was noticeably doing anything
different, but there seemed to be an inherent timidness
that pervaded the players when playing away from St
Andrew’s. This was further apparent during a trip to a
Blackburn Rovers side at the end of February who were in
the midst of a typical Tony Mowbray second half of the
season collapse.
After a bright start, the Sky Blues failed to take advantage
of some decent openings, before beginning a retreat that
allowed Blackburn to grow in confidence and eventually
take the lead. Despite Matty James levelling the scores
early into the second-half, the Sky Blues seemed unable or
unwilling to go for the win.

Blackburn Rovers
Championship
27/02/21
Score: 1-1
Scorer: James

Whether things would have been any different had Leo
Ostigard avoided a second booking of the afternoon,
which sent Coventry City down to ten men with ten
minutes to go, seems doubtful. In the end, the Sky Blues
were somewhat fortunate that Blackburn lacked a killer
instinct of their own to convert their dominance into a
victory.
Five points clear of the relegation zone, the danger of the
drop still didn’t feel too immediate, despite the team now
on a run of just one win from their past seven games. If it
continued much longer, the Sky Blues would sleepwalk
into a relegation battle against teams that were more
aware of the peril that they were in.
An early lead taken in the following game, against
Middlesbrough, could have gone a long way to starting
back up a stuttering Coventry City side. However, the Sky
Blues never looked comfortable against a pacey and
physically powerful Middlesbrough. Once the scores were
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levelled before half-time via a set-piece, ambitions of
victory were quickly replaced by fears of losing.
Middlesbrough
Championship
02/03/21
Score: 1-2
Scorer: Own Goal

Just when it looked as if that potentially valuable point
had been attained, hesitant Sky Blues defending allowed
Middlesbrough’s George Saville to bundle the ball into the
back of the net to stretch the run of one win in seven to
one win in eight, heightening fears of the drop.
It set up a crucial run of four games ahead against
struggling or bottom-half sides in the forms of Derby
County, Rotherham United, Luton Town and Wycombe
Wanderers. It was an opportunity to all but secure safety,
but anything less than two wins would drag the team into
danger from what had once been a fairly comfortable
position.
Having spent the majority of the season with the
relegation zone far enough away to not be overly
concerned by it, the Sky Blues had slowly staggered
towards a perilous position. With a congested fixture list,
key players struggling for fitness and a lack of impact
from January signings, this Coventry City side was looking
increasingly drained. They were now under pressure for
the first time in a while to win games.
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Part Five
Jeopardy
6th March 2021 – 10th April 2021
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A Derby County side ready to pull away from danger
travelled to St Andrew’s as the first part of this key run of
fixtures for the Sky Blues. With a win potentially having a
transformative effect on Coventry City’s flagging
campaign, it was surprising that Mark Robins returned to
the 3-5-1-1 system that had offered little attacking threat
when deployed earlier in the season.
For once, Callum O’Hare and Maxime Biamou combined in
attack, with the former sending the latter through in the
eleventh-minute of the game for a composed finish that
put the Sky Blues ahead. With that lead, any ambition of
taking the game to Derby County was further diminished.
What followed was almost a complete retreat into the
defensive half of the pitch for the Sky Blues, hoping that
Derby, unlike Middlesbrough a few days ago, didn’t have
the quality to find the cancel out an early goal. With more
than a few players losing their individual battles, it looked
to be a matter of time before the lead, and perhaps the
season as well, slipped away.

Derby County
Championship
06/03/21
Score: 1-0
Scorer: Biamou

As the game wore on, it started to become apparent that
Derby County would not find the goal that the Sky Blues
were almost begging them to score. It was a vital three
points won in spite of an overly negative game-plan,
raising the concern that this may lead to Mark Robins
persisting with it between now and the end of the season.
With the upcoming clash with Rotherham United
postponed due to a Covid outbreak among the Millers, any
concerns about the way this Coventry City was trending
were shelved when the news emerged that the Sky Blues
would be returning to Coventry next season – on a tenyear deal.
Suddenly, there was a sense of significance to a season
that had often felt absent of it. An opportunity to heal the
wounds of the past decade, and more, at Coventry City
had presented itself, all that this team needed to do was to
win a few more games and a bright future could be
genuinely looked forward to.
It seemed impossible that it wouldn’t provide this
Coventry City side with a spring in its step, especially with
an extra few days’ rest, ahead of two games against Luton
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Town and Wycombe Wanderers that looked a great
opportunity to all but secure safety before the final
international break of the campaign.
Instead, the same level of fear and caution that had been
seen against Derby County pervaded away at Luton Town.
With Maxime Biamou this time missing a one-on-one
when the scores were level, a shaky performance from
Ben Wilson in goal led to an abject defeat.
First, the keeper made a poor attempt at saving a shot
close to his body from Luton’s James Bree to give the
home side the lead. Then, having already looked uncertain
in coming for crosses, Wilson flapped at a floating ball
played towards his six-yard area, setting up a tap-in for
Harry Cornick, only for Kyle McFadzean to take it upon
himself to perform Wilson’s duty in saving the effort on
his line – earning him a red card for a deliberate handball
and giving away a penalty.

Luton Town
Championship
16/03/21
Score: 0-2

With Luton two goals and a man up just before half-time,
it was a case of going through the motions for either side
as a demoralising defeat played out. As costly as Ben
Wilson’s performance in goal had been, the sheer lack of
ambition the team displayed for the opening period of the
game was the most concerning element of the
performance. Instead of looking the fresher, more
motivated side, the Sky Blues looked completely devoid of
energy and confidence.
That defeat mounted the pressure on the following game
against a bottom-placed and nearly-relegated Wycombe
Wanderers side. As perfect an opportunity the game
looked to be to gain a vital three points, it was tinged with
the anxiety that, if the team couldn’t triumph in this
game, then it would be hard to see where the next win
would come from.
Once again, Mark Robins opted for a struggling Maxime
Biamou as the team’s lone striker, suggesting that the
manager was perhaps running out of ideas as to how to
set up a Coventry City side that had endured injury issues,
poor performances, and costly errors throughout the
course of the campaign. Any attempt to increase the
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attacking threat of the side had been undermined by
reducing defensive stability, and vice versa. The manager
had seemingly decided that defensive stability was more
attainable with this set of players than a sustained
attacking threat.

Wycombe Wanderers
Championship
20/03/21
Score: 0-0

Despite some early chances for Gustavo Hamer and
Maxime Biamou, it was a Coventry City performance that
raised further questions about Mark Robins’ cautious
approach. There seemed little plan as to how this team
was attempting to score goals, instead, hoping that
players such as Maxime Biamou would play above their
level or that, the more talented, Callum O’Hare and
Gustavo Hamer would get out of the ruts they had been in
recently and win the game on their own. Neither
happened and, in the end, the Sky Blues were fortunate
that Wycombe Wanderers didn’t take advantage of their
strong finish to the game.
It set up a crucial two-week break, offering Mark Robins
the chance to put together a game-plan that could cover
the team’s deficiencies, bolster the attacking threat and
garner the two or three wins from the remaining nine
games that might be enough to keep Coventry City in the
Championship.
It was concerning that, for the trip to Queens Park
Rangers on Good Friday, Mark Robins reverted to the 3-42-1 system that had looked insufficient to either attacking
threat or defensive stability earlier in the campaign. With
a returning Matt Godden leading the line, and Jamie Allen
and Jordan Shipley operating just behind him, there was a
clear attempt to hark back to what had worked so well last
season.
However, just like in the first league game of the season,
any hope of this Coventry City side imposing themselves
on the game was put paid to with the opposition scoring
from their first attack. 1-0 down, what followed was a
sloppy, error-strewn display where the Sky Blues made it
incredibly easy for their hosts to saunter to victory.
From an anonymous front three, a midfield that
constantly gave the ball away, wing-backs who provided
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neither attacking threat nor defensive ability, a centreback trio that were all over the place and a goalkeeper
lacking presence, the Sky Blues looked nowhere near good
enough to stay in the division.

Queens Park Rangers
Championship
02/04/21
Score: 0-3

QPR were two goals up after the unfortunate Michael Rose
headed a corner into his own net. After a brief rally in the
second-half – thanks to substitutes, Callum O’Hare, Tyler
Walker and Viktor Gyokeres – a sloppy Julien Dacosta pass
allowed the hosts to race down the other end of the pitch
and kill the game off with a shot that slipped through the
hands of the hapless Marko Marosi in the Coventry City
goal.
Having had two weeks to prepare both mentally and
tactically for the remainder of the campaign, those plans
would have to be dispensed with after what was probably
the team’s worst performance of the season. In a call-back
to Coventry City’s most recent season in the
Championship, in 2012, an Easter Monday clash with
Bristol City that looked set to be do or die.
Out of confidence and out of form, it was hard to even
picture this Coventry City side scoring a goal, let alone
winning a game at this point. If the players didn’t up their
games at this stage, it seemed as if that may be the trigger
for a spiral towards relegation.
Mark Robins made some important changes to the team
for this game, most notably, in finally opting for a strike
partnership in order to bolster the team’s attacking threat.
Able to get the ball forward more quickly and
purposefully, the Sky Blues started on the front foot and
looked particularly threatening from set-piece situations.
A long throw from Sam McCallum caused chaos in the
Bristol City defence, with centre-back, Leo Ostigard,
pouncing with an emphatic effort to score the team’s first
goal in four games. Despite having the lead, it was far
from certain that this Coventry City side would hold onto
it.
Sam McCallum and Josh Pask on the left side of the Sky
Blues defence looked particularly shaky in attempting to
deal with Bristol City’s skilful Antoine Semenyo. The
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forward created his side’s best chance of the game after
catching the duo cold, setting up striker, Famara
Diedhiou, for what looked a certain goal, only for Kyle
McFadzean to clear off the line – this time, with his feet.
The game still looked to be in the balance in the secondhalf. Although, Bristol City looked to be playing in a lowkey manner, the Sky Blues were creating little and looked
nervy at the back. A breakaway around the hour mark
proved to be the game’s key moment, with Callum O’Hare
playing a pass towards Tyler Walker, who drew a foul
from Bristol City’s Tomas Kalas just inside the penalty
area.
Matt Godden formally marked his return from injury by
converting the penalty-kick, to make it a comfortable lead
for Coventry City. With both teams going through the
motions towards the final ten minutes, a woefully underhit – and needless – back-pass from Kyle McFadzean
allowed Nahki Wells to score for Bristol City.

Bristol City
Championship
05/04/21
Score: 3-1
Scorers: Ostigard,
Godden, Gyokeres

It set-up a nervy period as Bristol City suddenly sensed a
chance to gain a point they hadn’t looked interested in
getting for much of the game. That was until a poor pass
from the Bristol City defence proved to be enough to kill
off their late rally, allowing Callum O’Hare to lead a swift
counter-attack and set-up Viktor Gyokeres for a composed
finish to secure all three points.
The points were not only welcome, but it was the kind of
battling performance that had rarely been seen from the
Sky Blues. If it could be maintained, it should be enough to
keep the team in the division. As had been the case for
much of the campaign, the hard part would be
maintaining standards.

Bournemouth
Championship
10/04/21
Score: 1-4
Scorer: James

There was little surprise then as the Sky Blues were
handily thrashed away at a play-off chasing (and
ludicrously talented) Bournemouth side, with only an
excellent Matty James free-kick posing any kind of
resistance.
As welcome as any points away at one of the best sides in
the division would have been, it was clear that this season
for Coventry City would be about what the team did
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against those around them in the division. All that heavy
defeat at Bournemouth did was underline how important
the upcoming trip to Rotherham United would be.
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Part Six
Staying Up
15th April 2021 – 8th May 2021
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For the first time in a long time, Sky Blues fans looked
forward to a game with both fear and excitement at the
potential ramifications of the result. Up ahead was a
Rotherham United side who presented the biggest threat
to Coventry City’s Championship safety.
In the midst of an incredibly congested run of fixtures,
Rotherham appeared to have momentum on their side
after a stirring come-from-behind win over Queens Park
Rangers two days prior to this clash with the Sky Blues at
their New York Stadium. With so much at stake, it was
one of those days for fans that seemed to drag as the kickoff time loomed in the distance.
Like the Bristol City game over a week prior, it wasn’t
necessarily do or die but there was much to gain from
victory and a lot to lose in defeat. With the advantage of
the better league position, Coventry City had every excuse
not to come out of the blocks in this game and instead
look to take the sting out of the contest before exploiting
their opponent’s tiredness late-on.
Perhaps that is what Rotherham United were expecting,
seemingly caught by surprise by the Sky Blues doing the
exact opposite, starting the game with a level of intensity
and purpose that hadn’t been seen from this side in a
while. Playing the ball forward quickly and looking
threatening from set-pieces – supplemented by Sam
McCallum’s accurate, teasing long throw-ins – Coventry
City were on the front foot from early on.
Liam Kelly forced Rotherham’s Viktor Johansson into an
excellent save from a dipping effort from outside the area
early into the contest. Callum O’Hare and Matt Godden
then missed from point-blank range. When Tyler Walker
drew another fantastic save from Johansson from metres
out later in the first-half, it appeared that the Sky Blues
had missed their opportunity to take control of the most
important game of the season.
However, the sheer work-rate of the rest of the team came
to the fore during the second-half, preventing Rotherham
from being able to create anything of note. Once Leo
Ostigard powerfully headed home a set-piece from one of
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Rotherham United
Championship
15/04/21
Score: 1-0
Scorers: Ostigard

Barnsley
Championship
18/04/21
Score: 2-0
Scorers: Hyam, Godden

the few chances that the Sky Blues created in the final 45
minutes, both teams seemed to recognise that the game
had been won by Coventry City.
Off the back of that season-defining victory, the Sky Blues
took on a play-off chasing Barnsley side at St Andrew’s. In
what could have been a draining contest against the most
intense pressing side in the division, Mark Robins again
got his strategy right.
With Dominic Hyam finishing fantastically after staying
up the pitch following a set-piece situation, the Sky Blues
denied Barnsley any route back into the game with a stout
defensive display and a constant route out of danger via
balls played behind Barnsley’s high defensive line. The
win was rounded off when Matt Godden produced an
excellent finish in second-half stoppage time after being
played in by Callum O’Hare.
Now on 45 points, Coventry City had quickly moved from
a perilous position to being almost completely out of
danger. From looking brittle and devoid of inspiration,
this was a Sky Blues side that now looked competitive,
confident, and robust. Albeit based primarily on an
improved threat from set-pieces and long-throws, this
team now had a freedom to express itself and could see
what it may be capable of ahead of another season in the
Championship.
That sense of freedom appeared to be in evidence the
following midweek against a Stoke City side that had even
less than the Sky Blues to play for. With Gustavo Hamer
showing signs of getting out of the rut he had been in for a
couple of months, there were some encouraging passages
of play from Coventry City, eventually rewarded when
Callum O’Hare sent Tyler Walker through to put the team
ahead before half-time.
An experienced Stoke City side began to make their extra
quality and physicality count as they upped the gears in
the second-half. Firing in a slew of teasing crosses, Stoke
were level after their forward, Jacob Brown, smacked
home an excellent effort from outside the penalty area
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after Gustavo Hamer took a touch too many in attempting
to clear the ball.
Seemingly running on empty, Sam McCallum
demonstrated how valuable his long throws can be when
his toss into the penalty area fell to Maxime Biamou at the
back-post to put Coventry City back ahead.

Stoke City
Championship
21/04/21
Score: 3-2
Scorers: Walker, Biamou,
Gyokeres

Any respite from reclaiming the lead was quickly stymied
when Stoke produced another high-calibre finish to
pounce on hesitant Sky Blues defending to make it 2-2.
The excitement wasn’t over, with Viktor Gyokeres defying
the Stoke goalkeeper, Angus Gunn, with 12 minutes to go
with an effort from the corner of the penalty area to win
the game.
Three wins in a row, past the 50-point mark, the Sky
Blues were now all but certain of another season in the
Championship.

Preston North End
Championship
24/04/21
Score: 0-1

Safety was mathematically confirmed despite a limp 1-0
defeat at St Andrew’s to Preston North End due to results
elsewhere. In a game of few chances, Ben Wilson got away
with felling Ched Evans early in the second-half, only to
do the same thing around ten minutes later to make sure
Preston won the game from the spot.
With thoughts already turning towards areas for
improvement ahead of next season, Wilson was making a
good case for the club to recruit a new goalkeeper. This
was further apparent in the following game, away at
Huddersfield Town.
After a first-half where the home side, still in need of
points to secure safety, were in control, the Sky Blues
sparked to life in the second period. Aided by a half-time
switch to a 3-4-2-1 system, Coventry City produced some
slick football in Huddersfield’s half, with Viktor Gyokeres
impressing with his efforts in leading the line.
Following two decent chances spurned for the Swede to
put his side ahead, he played an important role in helping
set-up Jordan Shipley to put Coventry City ahead.
With Huddersfield struggling to find a response to the
change in momentum of the game, Wilson fumbled at a
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claim from a corner-kick, which eventually fell to Danny
Ward to level the scores.
Huddersfield Town
Championship
01/05/21
Score: 1-1
Scorer: Shipley

As disappointing as it was to drop points in such
circumstances, there were worse times of the season to
make such costly errors. The hard had been done, and it
was time to reflect on the progress the club had made
under Mark Robins over the past four seasons.
The season ended on a positive note, with the Sky Blues
producing a rampant performance in the final ‘home’
game at St Andrew’s against a willing Millwall side.
The positive aspects of the second-half performance
against Huddersfield Town were apparent as Viktor
Gyokeres and Jordan Shipley combined well with an
impressive Callum O’Hare in the Sky Blues attack. It was a
combination of O’Hare and Shipley that put the team
ahead.
In an engaging first-half performance, one of the other
recent positive aspects to this Coventry City side made its
presence known – an improved threat from set-pieces –
with Kyle McFadzean volleying in from a corner-kick to
make it 2-0 just before the half-time whistle.

Millwall
Championship
08/05/21
Score: 6-1
Scorers: Shipley,
McFadzean, Hyam,
O’Hare, James, Walker

Millwall threatened to make the game an interesting
contest early in the second-half, forcing an own goal from
Kyle McFadzean to halve their deficit. However, as
Dominic Hyam poked home from another set-piece
situation a few minutes later, it was game over.
Full of confidence, Coventry City controlled the remainder
of the contest. Callum O’Hare grabbed his first goal in six
months to make it 4-1. Matty James then made it five,
before Tyler Walker wrapped up the win with the Sky
Blues’ sixth goal of the afternoon.
Albeit in meaningless circumstances, an emphatic victory
highlighted the good work that Mark Robins has done at
Coventry City since his return to the club. Securing 16thplace, it was the Sky Blues highest position since 2006.
Following a long, hard season, it was perhaps a sign that
better things are around the corner next year, in
Coventry.
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The
Manager
Mark Robins
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Mark Robins stated this season that
survival was his biggest achievement at
Coventry City. Whether that’s true is a
matter of opinion but it has certainly been
the most challenging season of his reign.
Whereas he has been able to compete on,
more or less, a level playing field with the
rest of the division in his previous
seasons in charge, the deck was stacked
against Mark Robins this season. You only
have to look at Blackburn Rovers
spending around £12 million on two
average strikers in recent years in Ben
Brereton and Sam Gallagher –
approximately what Coventry City spent
on its two record signings, Craig Bellamy
and Robbie Keane – to get a sense of the
gulf in resources between Coventry City
and the rest of the division.
To add to that financial disparity, this was
a squad where, at the start of the season,
only Kyle McFadzean had ever been a
regular at Championship level. That
inexperience has been apparent
throughout the campaign, but Mark
Robins continually found ways to manage
around that.
After attempting to maintain continuity
from last season over the opening period
of the campaign, Robins realised that the
team was leaking far too many goals and
something different needed to be done
before confidence was annihilated. That
run of defensive-minded performances
after the second international break
secured around a quarter of the points the
Sky Blues picked up this season. While
moving away from the system the team
had been built led to sequences of poor
performances and results later in the
campaign, it cannot be underestimated

how important that eight-game unbeaten
run was in determining the team’s
ultimate fate.
Furthermore, Mark Robins’ flexibility as a
manger has meant that his Coventry City
sides have consistently been able to pick
up results in important games. In being
able to change things up, Mark Robins’
Coventry City sides can be hard for
opponents to suss out. There always
seems to be a trick left up the manager’s
sleeve for the big games.
That was no less apparent than in both
games against Rotherham United this
season. Having been second-best in the
two games against them in League One
the year before, Mark Robins recognised
the need to deviate from his preferred
game-plan and instead opted to go more
direct in order to avoid Rotherham
getting on top with their pressing game.
It worked a treat back in December at St
Andrew’s, where Rotherham seemed
utterly befuddled by the intensity and
directness of the team’s performance.
Arguably even more impressive was how
the team executed a similar game-plan in
a pressure game towards the end of this
season, completely nullifying a dangerous
relegation rival at a key point of the
season.
Mark Robins’ flexibility shouldn’t be
confused with a lack of vision. He has
clearly known what direction he has
wanted to take the team in every year he
has been at the club and, more
importantly, known how to get there.
From the swift business in the transfer
market, season-on-season changes in the
playing style, to his ruthlessness in
moving players once he feels that they no
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longer fit in, the hallmark of Mark Robins’
second-stint at the club has been a clear
purpose in every action that the manager
has taken.
As frustrating as Mark Robins can
occasionally be, with the persistence in
playing with a lone striker despite
indifferent results the chief criticism of
the manager this season, the
purposefulness that he has brought to the
club is why he remains, by far, the best
man for the job. Even before the summer
has unfolded, there is a sense of
assurance that Robins will improve the
squad.
At Championship level, it may soon
become apparent that there are limits to
what sensible management alone can
achieve versus the sheer financial power
of many clubs in this division. Having
been on a journey of season-on-season
improvement, it will be curious to see
how feelings around Mark Robins would
change were the club to take a backwards,
or even a sideways, step over the next
couple of years.
As big an achievement as survival is, fans
will eventually hunger for more. Fans see
players, not the money it takes to bring
them there, on the pitch. There will
become a point where Mark Robins can
take the club no further and, if that’s in
the Championship, that won’t be his fault.

for those that run Coventry City as to how
they would maintain Robins’ work were
he to leave.
For Mark Robins, the question is whether
he is content at a club whose capabilities
may only reach so high. While he has
been burned in the past by leaving the
club for supposedly better things, he has
proven as much to himself as the wider
footballing world that he is a manager
that can get a club going in the right
direction over several years. He would
surely back himself to be able to do that
at a club with more realistic ambitions of
making the Premier League and staying
there.
It doesn’t feel as if Mark Robins is yet at
the point where he has taken Coventry
City as far as possible, but that time may
be approaching sooner rather than later.
For now, Sky Blues fans can look forward
to what Mark Robins might do next at
this football club as it looks to make itself
feel properly at home in the
Championship.
For now, the future is certain and it’s
Mark Robins.

So much of what is currently good about
this football club is based on the work
that Mark Robins has done. From the
better quality of player that has generally
been signed, the improvement in
coaching standards, to the elevation of
league position, it would be a huge test
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Most
Important
Player
Gustavo Hamer
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A poor run of form towards the end of the
campaign should not detract from what
has been a highly impressive season from
Gustavo Hamer, who has been the team’s
best, most talented, player by a clear
margin for the majority of the campaign.
Flash back to around a year ago, it didn’t
seem possible that the club could find an
adequate replacement for Liam Walsh.
However, the recruitment team moved
swiftly to bring in Gustavo Hamer and he
instantly proved to be as good, if not
better, than last season’s star player.
The kind of midfielder who genuinely
demands to be on the ball, that authority
and quality Hamer provided in the middle
of the park for much of the season was
essential to helping the team make the
step up to Championship football.
It was Hamer’s influence in the very first
game of the campaign, away at Bristol
City, that saw the team recover from the
worst possible start to the season –
conceding within the very first minute.
While that performance didn’t result in a
victory for the team, he played an
undeniably key role in the first three
points of the campaign a week later
against Queens Park Rangers, where he
ran the show for the second-half of that
game.
The major caveat that Hamer’s early
performances came with was the player’s
sheer recklessness in the challenge. The
concept of taking the ball rather than the
man seemed anathema to the Dutchman,
seeing him concede free-kicks in
dangerous areas and require him to be
taken off as soon as he picked up a
booking.

The red card he picked up for lashing out
against Bournemouth’s Steve Cook
appeared to be the turning-point of
Hamer’s early season. He returned from
that three-game ban a more controlled
presence in the challenge, while retaining
the same level of aggression and desire
that made him influential.
Hamer not only starred for his incredible
range of passing but for his desire to
influence games at key moments. Not just
content to sit in midfield and spray
attractive passes around, Hamer gets
forward with aplomb and isn’t scared to
take on difficult attempts on goal – that
header against Watford the primary
example.
Allied with his defensive abilities, Hamer
has looked the complete package as a
central midfielder for much of the
campaign, destined to play at a higherlevel than the lower end of the
Championship. However, some of the
shine of an impressive first season in
English football has been taken off by an
extended poor run of form towards the
end of the campaign.
It is most likely down to fatigue that
Hamer’s influence has waned. As eager as
ever to impact games, Hamer’s continued
to attempt to do the difficult things when,
in the midst of a relegation battle, the
simple thing was required.
Having done so many notable things over
the course of the campaign, that dip in
form may well be overlooked by potential
suitors. The club will do well to keep hold
of Hamer for another season.
Whether he stays or goes, it will be hard
not to think about this season and not
instantly recall Hamer’s exploits.
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Most
Improved
Player
Callum O’Hare
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Around 18 months ago, Callum O’Hare
was a young player struggling to get into
a League One side, now he is an
established Championship attacking
midfielder.
Callum O’Hare has always carried high
expectations around him. Lumbered with
the tag ‘the next Jack Grealish’ because of
the club he came through at, O’Hare had
shown signs of becoming a decent
attacking midfielder but the comparisons
with Grealish elevated expectations in his
ability to perhaps an unfair level.
Conversely, the hype around O’Hare has
been helpful in engendering a level of
faith that he will eventually come good
that other players might not have had.
After three goals and three assists at
League One level last season, there was a
belief when Callum O’Hare signed
permanently last summer that the club
had secured a potential star, whereas
players such as Jordan Shipley and Zain
Westbrooke were less lauded despite
having made bigger impacts on the
campaign.
The first half of the campaign saw O’Hare
struggle to convert some decent
performances into an end product. As
admirable as his work-rate is, it seemed
to focus his efforts in the wrong areas,
making it difficult for him to tangibly
impact games.
O’Hare’s campaign looked set to be
defined by the number of fouls he won for
the team. For some, this suggested that he
was being kicked out of games by burly
defenders otherwise incapable of
handling his skill. However, O’Hare often
seemed to win free-kicks after running
out of options.

However, since the turn of the year,
Emiliano Buendia is the only
Championship player to have produced
more assists than Callum O’Hare. When
considering the relative standard of teammates, O’Hare’s creative output in the
second half of the campaign is all the
more impressive.
Perhaps excitingly, O’Hare’s end product
can still improve. While it is his finishing
that stands out as something that can get
better, it still feels as if O’Hare’s decisionmaking over when and how to pick passes
could be improved upon.
Nonetheless, this sustained run of
creative output from O’Hare puts him on
the verge of becoming recognised as one
of the best players in his position in the
division.
Having already attracted attention for his
performances in what has been a difficult
campaign, it could be a challenge even to
keep hold of O’Hare this summer. Which
will depend on how much teams are
willing to offer for him and how hard he
may want to push for a move.
A year ago, there were reservations as to
whether Callum O’Hare was capable of
making an impact at Championship level.
Now, he has shown that he may soon be
up there with some of the best in the
division.
If he is still at the club next year, the
debate will move from how Callum
O’Hare can fit into the team towards how
the team help can maximise O’Hare’s
talents.
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Looking
Ahead…
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Having survived a difficult first season at
Championship football, there is a sense
that anything may be possible for
Coventry City next year. The club has
proved it can stay in the Championship
and can thus attract a higher calibre of
player, and also possesses extra pulling
power thanks to the return to the Ricoh
Coventry Building Society Arena.
Expectations should still be tempered by
some of the realities of life in the
Championship that the club has faced this
season. Most pertinently, the Sky Blues
are likely to be among the clubs with the
lowest budgets in the division, meaning
that they will start next season as one of
the favourites for relegation. Just how
much that feelgood factor of returning to
Coventry accounts for remains to be seen
– it didn’t count for much last time
around.
As important as spending power is, it
doesn’t count for everything. There are
enough poorly-run clubs at Championship
level – who will have been impacted
financially by a year without fans – for
this Coventry City to take advantage of
and move ahead of in the league table
with smart spending. It is, though, easier
said than done.
Just how Mark Robins plays the summer
transfer market will be intriguing to see.
On the one hand, the manager has
consistently shown that he is willing to be
ruthless in upgrading the squad. On the
other, the club’s relative financial
standing in the Championship could make
it difficult to significantly upgrade the
squad in more than one or two areas.
Is it better to retain the core of the squad
and look to add two or three players of

the highest standard possible, or is it
worth taking the risk of attempting a
bigger rebuild in order to raise the overall
level of the squad?
Looking through the squad, it seems
almost certain that a new goalkeeper will
be recruited. While that means that either
Ben Wilson or Marko Marosi will have to
be moved on, it has become clear over the
course of the campaign that neither are
up to the required standard to be a
regular goalkeeper at Championship level.
In defence, the conversations about
whether it’s better to keep what the team
has currently got or to strive for better
become more difficult.
What to do with Kyle McFadzean is one of
Mark Robins’ big conundrums to resolve
this summer. As influential as he has been
at times during the campaign, he is
increasingly slow and error-prone, and, at
34 years old, the concern is that he may
soon decline very quickly. Ideally, a
younger, better version of McFadzean
would be brought in, but it may be
difficult to recruit a centre-back of the
requisite quality who also exerts the same
intangible value of leadership on the
back-line.
Despite the likelihood that Leo Ostigard
may never play for Coventry City again,
there is a quantity of remaining options at
centre-back, the question is whether
Dominic Hyam and Michael Rose, with
Josh Pask and Declan Drysdale as backup, possess the quality to form a stable
Championship defensive unit, with or
without McFadzean. For that reason, at
least one new centre-back is likely, and
possibly another as well.
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At right-back, Julien Dacosta has put in
mixed performances as back-up to
Fankaty Dabo. If Dabo is fully-fit next
season, Dacosta’s seeming erratic nature
will be less of an issue. It seems highly
doubtful that a new right-back will be
recruited.
On the other side, it isn’t outside the
realms of possibility that Sam McCallum
will return for a third loan spell at the
club next year, following Norwich City’s
promotion to the Premier League. That
will depend on whether Norwich believe
that Coventry City is still the best place
for his development or whether they want
to, or can, send him to another, bigger
Championship side.
If McCallum doesn’t return, it would be a
huge ask of Josh Reid to become the firstchoice at left wing-back. While Brandon
Mason is returning from a loan spell, it
seems Mark Robins has already decided
that his time is up at Coventry City. One
new left-back is likely, possibly two if
Reid isn’t yet trusted to be a part of the
first-team squad.
In central midfield, there are a lot of
decisions to be made. With as few as one
player in that area of the team staying, or
as many as seven.
First up will be whether to hand Liam
Kelly a new deal. It is a similar debate to
McFadzean in that, ideally, the team
should have evolved past him by now, but
he has proven himself to be an important
player this year.
Then, there is the question as to whether
Ben Sheaf will be signed permanently –
which Robins has intimated recently may
not happen. While Sheaf has shown some

promise, the emergence of Josh Eccles
seemingly makes the Arsenal loanee a
player that the team could cope without.
In addition, there is the likelihood that
Matty James will join on a permanent deal
after his loan spell. It will be important to
find a way to get the best out of James,
which seems to be in pairing him with
someone who can take the defensive
burden off his shoulders.
Whether Gustavo Hamer stays or goes
will have a big impact on Mark Robins’
summer recruitment. As gutting as it
would be to see Hamer leave before
Coventry City fans could see him in the
flesh, his sale could provide the funds to
improve the side. Hamer’s recent drop-off
in form may dampen the level of interest
in his services but it’s likely that he has
done enough to earn a good move.
Finally, what to do with Jamie Allen and
Jordan Shipley may provide an indication
of just how much Mark Robins wants to
strengthen the side. While Shipley has
finished the season well, both he and
Allen operate in an area of the team that,
ideally, the manager may look to improve
upon.
With both likely to have a market in
League One, it shouldn’t be too hard to
offload them, the question is whether
they can raise enough money to bring in
better replacements or whether getting
rid of both to bring in one player leaves
the squad short. At the time of writing, it
appears at least one of Allen or Shipley
will go, with it looking likely to be Allen.
Further forward, Callum O’Hare is likely
to be someone Mark Robins will look to
build the team around next season, but it
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may be a fight to keep him at the club
depending on how big any offers for him
are and how tempted O’Hare may be to
leave.

risk in moving both of those players, plus
Amadou Bakayoko, on believing that
there may be better out there on the
market.

If O’Hare stays, providing him with
another creative player to draw the
attention away from him would be useful,
as would be giving him pace to improve
his options in possession.

While there is the potential for quite a big
squad overhaul this summer, the realities
of the current market could make doing
so quite difficult. It is more likely that two
or three new regular starters will be
recruited than the five or six that is being
hoped for in some quarters.

The fly in the ointment to improving the
team’s threat in the final third is the
amount of bloat there currently is in that
area of the squad. Gervane Kastaneer,
Wesley Jobello and Marcel Hilssner look
unlikely to play for the club again and
could be difficult to move on with time
remaining on each of their contracts. In
addition, expectations surrounding Jodi
Jones’ involvement next season have to be
tempered with how challenging his injury
issues have been over the past four years.
In attack, while fans are desperate every
summer to see their team sign a shiny
new striker, it is unlikely to be a priority
this year. It was only a year ago that Tyler
Walker was a very exciting signing, it
would be premature to give up on him.
Additionally, Matt Godden has shown this
season that he could probably chip in
with 10-15 goals at Championship level if
fully-fit.

Just two or three new faces in key areas
of the pitch could make all the difference
next season. As much as this season has
felt like a struggle for Coventry City, if the
first 11 games (where the team was
clearly learning Championship football)
were taken out the Sky Blues would have
finished 11th. With Luton Town this
season the primary example of this,
modest improvements for a team that has
got to grips with Championship football
can be enough to turn a relegation battle
into a season of comfort.
This season can now be consigned to the
history books, Coventry City remains a
Championship football club, it’s back in
its home city and there is a lot to look
forward to next year.

Any room for change in attack will be in
who provides the supporting roles for
Walker and Godden. Mark Robins could
look to keep Maxime Biamou and Viktor
Gyokeres around, with the latter a
wildcard who could potentially make
himself very important if he discovers his
best form next season. Equally, the
manager could decide to take a bit of a
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